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Introduction 
 
Every day in 2006, approximately three bulging bags of letters addressed to Prime 

Minister Martin were received in the Executive Correspondence Section of the Privy 

Council Office, which exists at the centre of government. In addition, the Prime 

Minister’s email was flooded with close to three thousand messages daily, including 

weekends. In total, close to two million communications were directed to the Prime 

Minister during 2006. The topics were wide ranging and shifting, but generally they did 

not reflect issues that were grabbing the media headlines at the time.1

 This study is concerned with the processing, assessment, and responses to 

communications involving the centre of government, particularly the prime minister and 

the influential central agencies that support that office. 

 Every organization takes in, generates, and uses information. All organizations 

transmit information internally to their members, as well as externally to outsiders. 

Communication has become crucial in the overlapping and intersecting worlds of politics, 

governing, and management within the public sector. Both the internal and external 

communications environments of governments and the public services that support them 

have become more complicated, unpredictable, and difficult to manage. 

 Unfortunately, most of the scholarly research on communications focuses on 

private businesses rather than on public organizations. There are, however, distinctive 

issues and challenges involved with communication in the public sector, and these issues 

are discussed more fully later in this study. The quality of the communications and 

information management practices within government has consequences for performance 

and productivity, the fulfillment of legal obligations, the responsiveness and 

accountability of public officials (both elected and appointed) to legislatures and citizens, 

and the development of reliable, enduring, and useful historical records of past actions 

and their consequences. 

 The crucial importance of communication, and the highly varied and dynamic 

nature of communications functions at different levels in the public sector, means, 

ideally, that this area should be approached in a strategic, anticipatory, planned, and 

                                                 
1 Dean Beeby, “Prime Minister’s Mailbag Provides a Glimpse of What’s on the Minds of Voters,” 
Canadian Press, January 15, 2006. 
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coordinated manner. To state that this objective is difficult to accomplish in practice 

qualifies as a gigantic understatement. Planning for, structuring, conducting, and 

coordinating communications in a wide range of specialized and complicated policy 

environments, across numerous departments and agencies, in an era of evolving digital 

technologies, at a time when there is growing insistence on greater transparency, pro-

active disclosure, and accountability, and when public trust and confidence in 

governments is low, all combine to give rise to a challenging new era in public sector 

communications.  

 This study focuses on the somewhat narrow but important issue of how sensitive 

communications are handled at the heart of executive government in and around the 

prime minister. In the 1920s and 1930s, Prime Minister Mackenzie King was able to 

dictate responses to a significant portion of his personal correspondence. Today, were it 

not for the existence of designated organizations, established procedures, new 

technologies, and the assistance of administrative staff, a prime minister would rapidly 

drown in the deluge of communications directed to him and his office.2 Messages to and 

from the prime minister take many forms: old-fashioned letters, telephone calls, faxes, 

emails, write-in campaigns, website entries, BlackBerry communication, and face-to-face 

communications in formal meetings and informal conversations. Most contacts receive a 

response from staff on behalf of the prime minister, with almost all replies to mail 

correspondence signed by a machine that insiders call “the arm.”  

 There is an ongoing two-way communication flow both inside and outside 

government. Over the past three or four decades, the volume, speed, non-stop intensity, 

and complexity of communications activities surrounding the prime minister and his 

office have increased enormously. A specialized and more professionalized apparatus has 

developed to serve, support, and protect the prime minister, who is the single most 

powerful figure in government, is at the centre of a communications maelstrom, and is 

the person who speaks most authoritatively internally and externally on the intentions and 

actions of government. The desire of governments to manage agendas and to stay on 

                                                 
2 The male pronoun is used throughout this study for ease of reading. It should be taken to mean male and 
female individuals. 
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message has led to a centralization of communication activity in and around the prime 

minister. 

 In today’s information-, technology-, and media-rich environments, unaided 

prime ministers could not possibly cope with the voluminous and swirling 

communications expectations and demands that come with the office. But centralization, 

specialization, and the reliance on new communications technologies lead legitimately to 

a number of concerns. The most prominent of these issues is the potential for a blurring 

of the line between communication for partisan political purposes and more objective 

communication for the purposes of public administration. 

 This broad issue relates to the more specific concerns of this study; namely, what 

are the structures, procedures, and criteria for receiving, assessing, filtering, and 

responding to communications of all kinds that arrive non-stop at the centre of 

government. Presumably there are matters that the prime minister must know, matters 

that he should know, matters that he would prefer to know, matters that he need not 

know, and perhaps even matters that, for a variety of reasons, he should not know about. 

 This issue raises the question of who at the centre of government are the 

gatekeepers on communications with the prime minister, whose time, attention, energy, 

and reputation have to be protected. Which offices and individuals play that role? Are the 

gatekeepers both political staff and career public servants? How is it decided between 

these two groups which type of information will reach the prime minister personally? 

Does support and protection of the prime minister ever extend to withholding or 

obscuring information to allow him to deny knowledge when an issue becomes public 

and controversial? In what circumstances and for what reasons would either political staff 

or public servants arrange for this condition of “plausible deniability” to be created, and 

how would it be arranged? What are the dangers and costs of plausible deniability? Can 

rules, structures, and procedures be put in place to prevent or limit such actions so that 

legality, ethics, transparency, and accountability are upheld? Are there working models of 

such preventive measures in other countries? 

 In addressing these questions, this study is necessarily exploratory. Not much has 

been written in the academic literature, in government reports, or in the “grey” zone of 

online commentary about central communications policies, structures, and processes 
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within government. Therefore, in addition to reliance on the usual types of research 

sources, the study involved a small number of semi-structured, qualitative, off-the-record 

interviews with past and present political staff and public servants with first-hand 

experience and knowledge of the swirling world of communications at the centre of 

government. Interviews were conducted with five former or present public officials at the 

national level in Canada and four at the provincial level, and with two officials from 

governments outside of Canada. No claim can be made that the analysis to follow is 

either complete or completely accurate, but hopefully it provides a sound foundation 

from which the Commission can prescribe appropriate arrangements for handling 

correspondence and other types of communications targeted at the prime minister. 

 The analysis is presented in a number of sections. A description of the 

communications environments outside and inside of government appears next. The key 

concepts and issues that guide the study are also discussed briefly. A description and 

discussion of the communications apparatus that exists at the centre of the Government of 

Canada constitutes the body of the study. A further section includes some comparisons to 

other jurisdictions – those at the provincial level in Canada, as well as a small number of 

other countries. The concluding section draws together the main themes of the analysis 

and offers some general observations on the soundness of existing communications 

arrangements and possible reforms. 

 If there is an integrating theme to the overall study, it is that communications in 

the public sector generally must be approached on a strategic, but contingent, basis.3 In 

other words, there is no one best way to plan and manage the huge volume and 

immensely diverse types of communications that take place both inside and externally by 

governments. Each communication situation needs to be analyzed and approached 

according to the nature of the subject matter, the purposes of communicating (to inform, 

to direct, to consult, to persuade, and so forth), the intended target for the communication 

(for example, external or internal audiences), the most appropriate medium to be used 

(written, telephone, fax, email, face-to-face), and the degree of sensitivity and risks 

associated with unintended disclosure. The need to be strategic, careful, and results-

                                                 
3 James L. Garnett, Communicating for Results in Government: A Strategic Approach for Public Managers 
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1992). 
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oriented in the performance of the communications function has become more critical 

because the external and internal environments of governments have become more 

complicated, challenging, and risky. 

 

The Communications Environments of Government 
 
Both the external and the internal communications environments of governments are 

becoming more complicated, turbulent, intense, unpredictable, and risky.4 An 

understanding of the context in which these communications take place is necessary to 

interpret recent trends and developments at the centre of government. In the space 

available, it is possible to describe the external and internal environments in only a series 

of brief points. 

 The following are some notable features, beginning with the swirling forces and 

intensifying pressures that impinge on governments from the outside: 

 

• The multi-dimensional process of globalization has meant an increased pace of 
change, a growing interdependence among countries, a blurring of the traditional 
line between domestic and external affairs, and the movement of ideas and issues 
across national boundaries with greater frequency and speed owing to the 
information and communications revolution. 

• Whereas the sweeping and impersonal forces of globalization are leading to 
dispersed power-sharing and collaboration, the governing process itself is 
becoming more centralized, controlled, and personalized through the growth in 
prime ministerial power and a greater influence for central agencies that serve the 
prime minister and the cabinet. 

• As part of the preoccupation with managing the agenda of government and 
pushing its policies into the bureaucracy, the prime minister and other ministers 
created larger political staffs and strengthened the status of the principal secretary 
or chief of staff in the office of the prime ministers. 

• Policy-making and the management of government now take place in a 24/7 
media environment in which competitive media enterprises, with a voracious 
requirement for stories, have become more adversarial, aggressive, and negative 
in their coverage of public affairs. 

• The adoption of access-to-information laws and the insistence on greater 
transparency and disclosure have made for more of a fishbowl atmosphere within 
government. 

                                                 
4 Doris A. Graber, The Power of Communication: Managing Information in Public Organizations 
(Washington: CQ Press, 2003); Doris A. Graber, Public Sector Communication: How Organizations 
Manage Information (Washington: CQ Press, 1992). 
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• A whistle-blower protection law has been adopted to encourage employees to 
come forward with “good faith” disclosures of serious wrongdoing and to provide 
them with protection against retaliation. 

• The number of external monitoring bodies, mainly in the form of independent 
agencies serving parliament, has led to more public reports on financial 
mismanagement (Office of the Auditor General), lack of fairness (various 
ombudsmen and the language commissioner), abuses of authority (the public 
sector integrity commissioner), and the ethics of public office holders (the 
conflict of interest and ethics commissioner). 

• According to informed observers, the activities and culture of parliament and its 
committees have become more adversarial, negative, and theatrical, leading 
governments to adopt defensive strategies and tactics. 

• Prime ministers and other ministers are less willing to accept the traditional 
requirement that only responsible ministers take the credit or blame for the 
actions and inactions of government. Instead, it has become more common when 
serious problems arise to blame, and even to name, public servants who were 
traditionally anonymous. 

• The multitude of communications channels arising from digital technologies 
creates a tsunami of non-stop messaging. 

• A political culture in which Canadians are less deferential to public sector elites 
(especially politicians, but also public servants), plus a generalized lack of trust 
and confidence in “government” as an institution, leads to a suspicious and 
unreceptive communications environment. 

• As a result of bitter partisanship and aggressive media, a culture of scandal has 
developed in political life. What were once seen as run-of-the-mill problems in 
government have been elevated to the status of indications of rampant corruption 
or widespread abuses of authority.5 

 

Under these challenging conditions, political life resembles a permanent election 

in which campaigning and governing have become almost indistinguishable. Governing 

becomes a non-stop process of campaign-type actions designed to gain and retain public 

approval and support. This is done through the use of an array of refined technologies of 

“political management.” The aim is to avoid surprises, blowups, and controversies so that 

the appearance can be maintained that governments are acting on the basis of a 

consensus, are productive, and are adhering to high legal and ethical standards. The 

techniques of political management include polling; focus groups; communications 

strategies, including “spin”; targeted messaging; “opposition research” to gather 

                                                 
5 Donald J. Savoie, Court Government and the Collapse of Accountability in Canada and the United 
Kingdom (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008); Paul G. Thomas, “The Swirling Meanings and 
Practices of Accountability,” in David Siegel and Ken Rasmussen (eds.), Professionalism and Public 
Service: Essays in Honour of Kenneth Kernaghan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008), 34–62. 
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ammunition against political opponents and critics; symbolic gestures; information 

control, including defensive strategies to limit the impacts of access-to-information laws; 

and strategies to preempt criticism by advance consultation and pretesting of ideas and 

contemplated actions with the groups and organizations most directly affected.  

 Political management activities are conducted mainly out of ministerial offices by 

ministerial staff. However, in the overlapping and intersecting worlds of politics and 

administration in government, it is increasingly expected that the public service at the 

senior levels will be more involved than in the past with the design and execution of 

strategies of agenda management. A sign of this trend is the fact that senior public 

servants are increasingly being “put out front” to explain and even defend government 

thinking and to negotiate with outside interests. 

 In communications terms, the notion of separate outside and inside environments 

is becoming more artificial. The political, parliamentary, pressure group, and media 

processes serve to make government highly porous to outside influences and create a 

requirement for ministers and public servants to lead and manage from the “outside in” 

rather than following the historical pattern, which was more “inside-out.” Ministers and 

public servants spend an increasing amount of time gathering intelligence about 

developments outside of government and managing ongoing external relationships with 

groups within the various policy fields. The result is that communications networks in 

these fields span organizational boundaries, raising issues of information sharing, 

confidentiality, risk management, and accountability when government is only one, and 

not always the lead, actor on an initiative that becomes troubled and controversial. 

 Political and administrative cultures in government overlap.6 Ministers want 

error-free government with no high-profile mistakes. They don’t like surprises. To avoid 

negative stories and damage to their reputations, they want government communications 

specialists to practise, as much as possible, “information control” and “news 

management.” 

                                                 
6 O.P. Dwivedi and James Iain Gow, From Bureaucracy to Public Management: The Administrative 
Culture of the Government of Canada (Peterborough, Ont.: Broadview Press, 1999). 
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 Studies suggest that the cultures and climates of organizations are powerfully 

shaped by the top leaders.7 In government departments and agencies, leadership is dual – 

shared between ministers and senior public servants, especially deputy ministers. 

Historically, the interface between politics and administration was seen to involve a 

delicate balance and some trade-offs. On the one hand, the public service was expected to 

demonstrate loyalty to the government of the day, responsiveness to its agenda, and 

neutral, professional competence to advise ministers and to carry out their policies. On 

the other hand, ministers were expected to recognize the value of an impartial, 

professional public service to the goal of quality government. They were prepared to 

grant public servants a measure of independence to provide “free and frank” advice and 

be insulated against undue political interference in the sound management of departments 

and programs. By being somewhat independent, professional, neutral, discrete, and 

relatively anonymous, public servants could serve successive governments of different 

partisan persuasions equally well. There would be no need for a wholesale turnover in the 

upper ranks of the public service when a new party came into office. 

 According to a number of informed commentators, trust relationships between 

ministers and the upper echelons of the public service are not as strong as they used to be, 

and need to be, for the constructive partnership at both the centre of government and 

within individual departments to work effectively.8 Evidence on this point is sketchy and 

somewhat impressionistic. Critics point to the expansion of the role of political staffs as a 

sign that governments do not fully trust the willingness or the capacity of the bureaucracy 

to implement new policy directions. At the political level, there is a concern to ensure 

that the public service will deliver budgetary restraint when it is required and will practise 

sound financial and program management to guarantee value for money in government 

spending. Recent scandals, like the so-called “billion dollar boondoggle” in the grants 

and contributions program at Human Resources Development Canada in 2004, and a few 

years later the so-called sponsorship scandal of advertising contracts being given to firms 

in Quebec that were connected to the governing Liberal Party without competitive 
                                                 
7 H.E. Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership (New York: Wiley, 2004 (3rd ed.); David G. 
Carnevale, Trustworthy Government (San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1995). 
8 Paul G. Thomas, “Trust, Leadership and Accountability in Canada’s Public Sector,” in O.P. Dwivedi, Tim 
Mau, and Byron Sheldrick (eds.), The Evolving Psychology of Government: Canadian Public 
Administration in Transition (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2009), 212–45. 
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tendering and documented evidence that the work was actually done, have led to charges 

of illegal, unethical, incompetent, and unaccountable behaviour within the bureaucracy.9

 Anxious to respond to public outrage and no longer willing to put deep trust in the 

professionalism and the integrity of the public service, first the Liberal governments of 

Prime Ministers Chrétien and Martin and subsequently the Conservative Party of Canada 

government of Prime Minister Harper brought in new laws, regulations, auditing 

procedures, monitoring bodies, public-reporting requirements, codes of conduct, values 

and ethics programs, and a whistle-blowing law. The fullest expression of this philosophy 

of “trust less and regulate more” was the Federal Accountability Act (FAA) put forward 

by the Harper government and passed by Parliament in December 2006. 

 The new “accountability industry” that has recently emerged in Ottawa sends a 

very clear message to the public service: do not screw up, and be prepared to pay a 

serious price when abuses or blunders are uncovered. The FAA adopted the “accounting 

officer” model for deputy ministers, which makes them directly and personally 

answerable before the Public Accounts and other committees of Parliament for the 

prudent financial management of their departments. This innovation was adopted without 

any formal modification to the constitutional conventions of ministerial responsibility. 

The resulting ambiguity about where ministerial responsibility ends and administrative 

accountability begins has no doubt led to concern within the public service that blame 

shifting will occur when something goes wrong and that individual public servants will 

be named and blamed in the parliamentary process and in the media.  

 A psychological climate of fear and a risk-averse culture could be the result. 

Public servants could become reluctant to “speak truth to power,” especially those senior 

officials who owe their appointment to the prime minister. Put somewhat dramatically, 

the clerk of the privy council and the roster of deputy ministerial level appointees could 

begin to see themselves less as semi-independent professional partners with political 

leaders engaged in the co-production of “good government,” and more as “fixers” who 

help their political masters manage agendas and fix political problems – including 

communications activities intended to present the government’s performance in the best 

                                                 
9 David A. Good, The Politics of Public Management: The HRDC Audit of Grants and Contributions 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003); Canada, Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship 
Program and Advertising Activities, 3 volumes (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2005 and 2006). 
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possible light. As the next section suggests, structures and procedures to guide 

communications flows internally and externally both reflect and shape the cultures and 

climates of organizational life. 

 

The Interface between Structures and Communications 
 
All organizations face difficult problems in designing structures and procedures that 

assist in determining what messages must go to the top (to keep executives informed), 

and what messages can be handled at the lower level (to protect executives from 

overload).10 Structure refers to the distribution of authority and the defined roles of 

employees. The prescribed patterns of relationships define who is expected to 

communicate with whom, and about what topics. In addition to the formal structure, 

informal networks of interaction exist among employees. The formal and informal 

structures are usually, but not always, complementary. Networks can exist on a number 

of bases, including structure, function, shared interests, power rivalries, and friendships. 

Such informal networks both shape and reflect the cultures (values, beliefs, norms of 

behaviour) and the climates (the social psychology of interpersonal relationships) within 

organizations. Studies have found physical proximity and the layouts of organizational 

space to have a significant impact on communications patterns.11

 In the vast literature on organizational design, numerous theories and models have 

been advanced, along with many controversies, about the best structures to support the 

communications function. Again, most of this literature focuses on private firms rather 

than public organizations of various kinds.12 At the risk of oversimplifying and ignoring 

important disagreements, a number of points relevant to the central concerns of this study 

have been identified.  

 The first relates to the design of the communications function. Two issues must be 

addressed: who will be the main gatekeepers in the communications process? And how 

will those decision-makers or advisers be guided, in terms of rules and criteria, to handle 

the communications flow. In government, political leaders have a big stake in the who 

                                                 
10 Doris A. Graber, Public Sector Communication, chap. 7. 
11 Ibid., 90–93. 
12 Doris A. Graber, Public Sector Communication, chap. 1. 
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and how questions because their reputations, and even their jobs, can depend on how the 

communications functions are performed. When it comes to politically sensitive 

communications, political leaders are unlikely to place unconditional faith in the 

professionalism and neutral competence of career public servants. They will want 

communications specialists who are politically attuned, identify with their political and 

policy goals, are close at hand, and are personally loyal. The division of labour between 

political and professional communicators within the Government of Canada is discussed 

later. 

 There are voluminous manuals within government that seek to ensure integrity, 

consistency, and high professional standards in all types of administrative 

communications. The personnel who perform the communications functions across 

government are a diverse group with different kinds of educational backgrounds and 

occupational experience. It is probably accurate to state that the communications 

community in government is neither well developed nor fully professionalized. For 

example, the communications community does not seem to have the cohesion and status 

of other professional groups such as auditors and lawyers. A final, somewhat 

impressionistic, observation is that in both the policy and the administrative processes of 

government, communications considerations still tend to be an afterthought once 

decisions have been made. This is the case despite official rhetoric to the effect that 

communications specialists and communications considerations should be involved in the 

processes from the outset. 

 In comparison to communications activities in private firms, those within 

government are performed amidst a web of laws, rules, procedures, and guidelines. This 

area is discussed more fully later in the study. Information processing, storage, and 

retrieval have become major concerns in an age of overabundant messages, most of them 

now in an electronic format. Someone has to decide what is stored and how it will be 

retrieved. Records management and archival services are needed to support 

organizational memory and productivity, to meet legal liability requirements, to comply 

with access-to-information laws, to support parliamentary and other processes of 

accountability, and to enable historical research. To save physical filing space, many 

organizations previously discarded paper documentation involving intermediate steps and 
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considerations which provided the basis for actions that later turned out to be 

controversial. In today’s digital era, electronic space is virtually limitless and 

inexpensive; but old habits die hard, deletion of information can be instantaneous and 

inadvertent, and the disclosure of inside information is more likely and risky. 

 Training and guidelines can be provided for communication in “normal” and 

“crisis” situations. For example, it can be indicated that a supervisor be consulted when 

potential risk and controversy are involved. Most communications situations will be 

straightforward. In more sensitive, high-risk circumstances, however, leaders are 

required, sometimes on the advice of communications specialists, to make subjective 

judgments based on less-than-perfect information. 

 Hierarchy and specialization in large and complicated information-processing 

organizations like the public service can create problems and barriers to the smooth flow 

of communication. Only a few of these difficulties can be discussed in a study of this 

length. In hierarchical organizations, employees show a reluctance to communicate 

upward, especially beyond the level of their immediate supervisor. There could be a 

number of reasons for this tendency. Individuals may be intimidated by hierarchy. Even 

when leaders commit themselves to openness, there is a reluctance to bypass the chain of 

command. Pessimism that ideas and concerns will be “lost in the pipeline” to the top, or 

will become “sanitized” on grounds of “bureaucratic” and “political” safety, can inhibit 

frank and full communication. It has been observed that within organizations, “good 

news is shouted and bad news is whispered.”13

 If there are not safe communications channels based on a climate of trust, an 

employee will fear gaining a reputation as a troublemaker, becoming stigmatized and 

isolated, or even facing subtle and not-so-subtle forms of reprisal for being the bearer of 

bad news. In other governmental systems with a longer history of legal protection of 

whistle-blowers than Canada’s (Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the 

United States, for example), the evidence is that only a tiny minority of employees are 

prepared to assume the professional and personal risks of coming forward to disclose 

                                                 
13 Ibid., 95–96. 
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serious wrongdoing.14 When they do, it is almost impossible to protect them against the 

more indirect and longer-term forms of reprisal. Most case studies of actual whistle-

blowers paint a bleak picture of serious damage to their professional careers and often to 

their personal lives. It is noteworthy, however, that some surveys of employees suggest 

that pessimism that nothing will be done to fix a wrongdoing is a more important reason 

for not coming forward than is the fear of retaliation. 

 Laws, rules, procedures, and accountability mechanisms of all kinds have far less 

influence on behaviour than do cultures of integrity and fairness, which to a significant 

extent reflect the character and behaviours of leaders within organizations. In 

government, both politicians and public servants shape the cultural foundations of public 

organizations. High-profile political scandals spill over into the public service, taking a 

toll on public service loyalty, pride, motivation, and commitment, especially if public 

servants are scapegoated for problems that are political in origin. Over time, 

controversies can coarsen the public service culture by making it less public spirited and 

altruistic and more defensive and self-interested. Recognizing that their influence and 

advancement are tied to the politics of governing, senior public servants may become 

“promiscuous” in terms of their willingness to “flirt” with the shifting contours of power 

at the centre of government. 

 This point leads into the concern that politicians, their advisers, and/or public 

servants may engage in the activity of plausible deniability in order to protect the 

reputation and political standing of the prime minister, individual ministers, and the 

government as a whole. 

 

Communications and Plausible Deniability 
 
“Plausible deniability” is a phrase used to describe situations in which higher-level public 

officials, usually elected politicians and their political staff but also public servants, seek 

to avoid blame and accountability for illegal, unethical, ill-conceived, or unpopular 

                                                 
14 Paul G. Thomas, “Debating a Whistleblower Protection Act for Employees of the Government of 
Canada” (summer 2005) 48(2) Canadian Public Administration 147–84. 
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actions by denying prior knowledge, involvement, or approval.15 The concept has been 

around for a long time, but the precise phrase “plausible denial” was first used publicly 

by Allen Dulles, director of the Central Intelligence Agency in the United States (1953–

61). It became more widely used as a result of the investigations of intelligence agencies 

by the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (the Church Committee, named after 

its chair, Senator Frank Church), which uncovered plots to assassinate foreign leaders 

including Cuba’s Fidel Castro. The committee noted that the concept of plausible denial 

had been designed originally to protect from disclosure the activities of the U.S. 

government when personnel worked overseas. It had been expanded, however, to protect 

the president and senior administration officials against any backlash when secret 

intelligence and covert military operations were uncovered. Even though the president 

favoured the actions taking place, he was not to be involved in decision-making; that 

way, should disclosure occur, he could honestly deny knowledge.16

 Critics suggest that use of the practice of plausible deniability has extended 

beyond spying and covert military operations and into other sensitive policy areas.17 A 

number of factors have encouraged this trend: the strong emphasis within governments 

on agenda management; the requirement to deal with more aggressive and instantaneous 

media; the development of a more specialized and more professional communications 

capacity within government in order to put a positive spin on events; the need to deal 

with the impacts of access-to-information laws; and a concern to avoid scandals and 

generally to be seen as governing in a legal, effective, and ethical manner. Although the 

phrase “plausible deniability” has become an entry in the lexicon of public life, it has not 

been the subject of much academic or governmental study. 

 It is possible to think of a number of circumstances and reasons that could give 

rise to a condition of plausible deniability. Either by design or inadvertently, the authority 

structures of direction and control, the reporting requirements for lower-level employees, 

and the routines of communication may mean that sensitive information does not reach 
                                                 
15 Richard J. Ellis, Presidential Lightning Rods: The Politics of Blame Avoidance (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 1994); “Plausible Deniability” Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia (downloaded from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability on 1/16/2009). 
16 Kathleen Hall Jamieson, Dirty Politics: Deception, Distraction and Democracy (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993), 96. 
17 Richard Mulgan, “Truth in Government and the Politicisation of Public Service Advice” (2007) 85(3) 
Public Administration 569–86. 
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the top of the organization either because of breakdowns caused by hierarchy (as 

discussed above) or because employees do not want to cause trouble. Rivalries among 

ministers and their departments, and even between divisions within a particular 

department, can lead to information hoarding or the provision of less-than-complete 

information. The crux of the problem with large, specialized information-gathering 

organizations like departments is that structures, processes, and guidelines are not often 

designed to channel information both vertically and horizontally to the appropriate 

locations without overloading the leadership with too much information and advice. 

 As indicated above, culture and climate can both reflect and reinforce the impacts 

of hierarchy. Creating psychologically safe places for honest and frank dialogues is 

difficult when there is a lack of external trust and confidence, when ministers mistrust the 

bureaucracy, when there are legal requirements for openness and disclosure, when there 

are numerous oversight bodies, and when a parliamentary culture of blaming leads to an 

insistence by ministers on “error free” government. A fearful and defensive climate 

encourages people to cover up mistakes and manipulate information to avoid negative 

consequences. 

 Leaders play a big part in shaping the culture and climate of organizations, and 

they can communicate directly and indirectly whether they do or do not want to be 

informed about certain types of matters. There is the condition of “willful blindness,” in 

which leaders deliberately do not ask about a situation so that they will not be implicated 

should there be a disclosure of a serious problem.18 In the overlapping worlds of 

ministers, political staff, and public servants, who said what to whom can become a 

confused and blurred affair. For example, are ministers deemed to be informed if advice 

is provided by public servants to the political staff serving the prime minister or other 

ministers? Can staffers, including media advisers to ministers, give directions to public 

servants about what their “political bosses” want to know, about how issues will be 

framed, and about how situations will be described? As discussed below, over the past 

decade political staff members have exercised growing influence. The issue of whether 

they can be seen as simply extensions of the minister, and therefore falling within the 

scope of ministerial responsibility for accountability purposes, is discussed later. 

                                                 
18 David Luban, “Contrived Ignorance” (1998–99) 87 Georgetown Law Journal 957–80. 
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 In thinking about the potential for a condition of plausible deniability, we should 

not underestimate the importance of incompetence, mistakes, and accidents. The 

knowledge and experience of the people acting as gatekeepers of access to ministers can 

be a factor. If political staffers, for example, are relatively junior, do not understand the 

constitutional foundations of the political system, lack deep knowledge of the machinery 

of government, and do not have the training or experience to judge the importance and 

sensitivity of communications, they may not deal with matters appropriately. Strategic, 

fast-paced, and highly pressurized locations like the Prime Minister’s Office or the Privy 

Council Office are not good locations for on-the-job training when there is so much 

pressure to avoid public mistakes. Life in such locations is frenetic. Issues come and go 

daily, ministers make demands, the information available to guide decisions is 

incomplete, and communication takes place with great speed. There are corridor 

conversations, meetings interrupted by telephone calls and BlackBerry messages, 

constantly changing priorities, and long hours, yet little time is available to pause and 

reflect on the right course of action. There is also little time to compile notes and to 

maintain records. As a result, reconstructing events before a parliamentary committee or 

a commission of inquiry becomes difficult and problematic.  

 Technology, which supposedly enables more instantaneous and accurate 

information and leaves an electronic trail of records, can also create problems of missing 

data. For example, in the White House of President George W. Bush, millions of emails 

disappeared, including many dealing with allegations of torture at Abu Ghraib detention 

centre.19 Officially, the disappearance was blamed on software problems in the White 

House’s email system; but critics in congressional committees were suspicious and 

determined to find the smoking gun that proved the President had condoned the use of 

extreme measures like electronic shocks and waterboarding to gather counterterrorism 

information. More information may be captured by today’s digital technologies than in 

previous eras of manual record-keeping, but it is also possible to eliminate whole files 

instantaneously, either accidentally or deliberately, with the simple push of the delete 

button on a computer. A backup file may exist on the hard drive or with the central 

                                                 
19 Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, “Without a Trace: The Missing White House 
Emails and the Violations of the Presidential Records Act,” at www.citizensforethics.org (downloaded on 
1/18/2008). 
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server, but retrieving the information can be time-consuming and expensive, involving 

the use of specialists. 

 In some cases, withholding information can be justified. For example, to uphold 

the rule of law and to avoid any appearance of bias, the principle of no political 

interference in the administration of justice has long been accepted. At the same time, the 

minister of justice is responsible for policy and the overall performance of the justice 

system. This situation leads to the question of what responsible ministers need to know in 

order to answer questions and to be held accountable. The issue arose in a very practical 

and high-profile manner in January 1997, when the former principal secretary to Prime 

Minister Mulroney engaged in a debate through the media with the then clerk of the privy 

council about whether the Prime Minister should have been told about an RCMP 

investigation that reached into the Prime Minister’s Office. The former principal 

secretary took the view that the Prime Minister was entitled to know of the existence of 

the investigation, whereas the Clerk of the Privy Council Office argued in a written 

statement that the long-standing principle and practice was to withhold such information 

so as to avoid any real or perceived political interference. The clerk to the executive 

council in British Columbia wrote a letter to newspapers across the country declaring 

support for the position of his federal counterpart.20

 The tactic of plausible deniability is seldom completely successful. Either the 

denials made are not plausible, or the officials making the denials are not credible or 

trusted. In the current culture of widespread suspicion, both the media and citizens are not 

inclined to give government elites the benefit of the doubt when there are accusations of 

serious wrongdoing. When plausible deniability fails – as it often does – the reputations 

of the officials involved are tarnished and the entire governmental system is discredited 

further in the eyes of the citizens it serves. Simply as a practice, plausible deniability may 

cause serious damage to the political system. It creates potential for the abuse of 

authority, and it allows subordinates to act as if they have the support of the person in 

charge. Within government, it can create misunderstanding, mistrust, and a lack of 

                                                 
20 Joan Bryden and Stephen Bindman, “PM’s Aide Had Early Warning” Calgary Herald, January 9, 1997, 
A3; Stephen Bindman and Joan Bryden, “Airbus Affair Apologies to Schreiber, Moores: Top Bureaucrat 
Denies Knowing about Probe,” Ottawa Citizen, January 10, 1997, A3; Doug McArthur, “Bourgon Upheld 
Traditional Practices,” Globe and Mail, January 15, 1997, A15. 
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mutual respect between ministers and public servants. Secrecy and a lack of 

documentation weaken both internal and external accountability. In the United States, 

Congress sought to put an end to plausible denial by passing laws and creating oversight 

bodies to deal with espionage and covert military operations. However, even as powerful 

a legislature as Congress could not stop the practice completely.21 The vagueness of the 

laws it passed created a number of escape hatches for the executive. Also, when Congress 

insisted on being informed, there was a serious risk of secret information being 

inadvertently or deliberately leaked. Ultimately, the greatest protection against the use of 

secrecy and denial in order to avoid blame and accountability is the integrity of leaders 

and cultures within organizations based on a strong foundation of values and ethics. 

 

The Constitutional and Institutional Context 
 
The communications processes at the centre of government cannot be understood apart 

from the wider context. The changing economic, societal, technological, and political 

environment has been described briefly. Here, a brief discussion covers the key 

constitutional and institutional features of the political system that shape communications 

processes. 

 The two most important constitutional and institutional features of Canada’s 

political system are cabinet-parliamentary government and federalism. A great deal has 

been written on both topics. For the purposes of this study, it is sufficient to say that, 

inherent in the theory and practice of cabinet-parliamentary government, especially under 

contemporary conditions, there is a strong measure of centralization of power and 

secrecy. Cabinet confidentiality and cabinet solidarity are well-established constitutional 

conventions that make the cabinet one of the best-informed parts of government, but also 

one of the least transparent.22 Federalism, in contrast, may be seen to disperse power 

because it involves shared authority, power, resources, risks, and accountability, 

including within the domain of conducting international relations on some subjects. 

Confidentiality is seen as essential to both intergovernmental and international relations, 

                                                 
21 “Plausible Deniability” entry on Wikipedia. 
22 See the discussion in Craig Forcese and Aaron Freeman, The Laws of Government: The Legal 
Foundations of Canadian Democracy (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2005), chap. 9; Nicholas d’Ombrain, “Cabinet 
Secrecy” (fall 2004) 47(3) Canadian Public Administration 332–-59. 
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and both areas of activities are therefore subject to a harm’s test exemption under the 

Access to Information Act (ATIA), meaning that documents in those fields are afforded 

extra protection against disclosure. 

 As the leader of the governing party and the head of government, a prime minister 

operates in a number of overlapping and intersecting worlds: the external world of 

interdependence with other governments and non-governmental institutions and actors; 

the world of his party and competition with other parties in parliament and during 

elections; the media world of shifting issues and pressures for instantaneous responses; 

and the day-to-day world of running government. The discussion that follows focuses 

mainly on this last world, but it needs to be recognized that today the prime minister has 

far less control over the issues that arrive on the governmental agenda than in earlier 

decades, and that the required response times have been shortened dramatically. 

 The size of cabinet, its internal structure, and the dynamics of power within it can 

vary depending on the issues dominating the agenda of government at the time, on the 

leadership style and capabilities of the prime minister, and on his standing with the party 

and the public. The prevailing interpretation of cabinet government in Canada portrays 

the prime minister as dominant. According to Professor Donald Savoie, effective power 

now rests with the prime minister and a select group of “courtiers” who support him.23 

Under this system of court government, cabinet has become mainly a “focus group” to 

test the risks and acceptability of the policy ideas and proposed actions of the prime 

minister. Prime ministerial power is seen to rest on a number of pillars: position as leader 

of the governing party; authority as leader of the government and chair of the cabinet; 

support of powerful central agencies; role representing the national government in 

federal-provincial and international arenas; and role as the principal communicator who 

defends government policies, actions, and inactions before parliament, the media, 

pressure groups, and the public. According to Savoie, a prime minister can launch an 

initiative at any time and will decide whether or not to respect the cabinet decision-

making processes. In contrast other ministers may take initiatives, but they must work 
                                                 
23 Donald J. Savoie has developed and refined this thesis in a series of three books: Governing from the 
Centre: The Concentration of Power in Canadian Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999); 
Breaking the Bargain: Public Servants, Ministers and Parliament (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
2003); and Court Government and the Collapse of Accountability in Canada and the United Kingdom 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008). 
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through the cabinet process, including, ideally, gaining the approval of the central 

agencies that support the prime minister and cabinet. 

 This is not the place to engage in a debate over the sources and limits of prime 

ministerial power.24 As noted, the prime minister cannot completely control the issues 

that arrive on the governmental agenda – and there are always surprises that require 

immediate responses. It is true that, inside government, the prime minister is very 

influential in deciding how issues will be defined and determining the responses to be 

taken. However, time is a major practical constraint on the exercise of prime ministerial 

power. Prime ministerial life is crowded, frenetic, fragmented, episodic, pressured, and 

stressful. The prime minister cannot arrange to be involved in every important meeting, 

read every important piece of communication, and participate in every conversation. 

Delegation to ministers, political staff, and public servants is unavoidable. Practising 

leadership and management by exception is essential. Simply because prime ministers 

can take the initiative does not free them from others in terms of achieving their goals. 

Power is relational and fluid, not static. Not all ministers can be taken for granted. 

Regional ministers can, for example, be powerful figures in their own right within 

cabinet, the parliamentary caucus, the party at large, and in parts of the country that the 

governing party depends on to gain re-election. Of course, prime ministers have 

important prerogatives, but they will not want to rely on authority all the time to achieve 

their goals. To stay on top, prime ministers need to spend their “political capital” on 

issues that matter most to them and to avoid controversies that damage their reputation 

and the political standing of their government. The more issues that prime ministers 

touch, the greater their influence but also the greater the risk to the position if an issue 

blows up. In summary, the popular slogan of prime ministerial rule exaggerates the 

capacity and the power of the prime minister to control government. 

 The prime minister needs staff support to perform effectively as party leader and 

political head of government. An important distinction for this study is between staff 

serving the prime minister alone and those serving the prime minister and cabinet and 

supporting the processes of collective cabinet decision-making. The first group is found 

                                                 
24 See Paul G. Thomas, “Governing from the Centre: Reconceptualizing the Role of the PM and Cabinet” 
(2003) 25(1) Policy Options 79–85; Graham White, Cabinets and First Ministers (Vancouver: UBC Press, 
2005), chap. 3. 
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in the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO), and the second group is found in the Privy Council 

Office (PCO). The difference between the two offices described succinctly almost four 

decades ago and still relevant is as follows: the PMO is partisan, politically active and 

operationally sensitive whereas the PCO is non-partisan, operationally active and 

politically sensitive.25 Both offices are at the hub of communications, including 

correspondence, related to the role of the prime minister. Each will be described briefly. 

 

The Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) 
 
The PMO is the place where partisan political concerns and the processes of governing 

meet most directly.26 The institutional interests of the PMO are identical to those of the 

prime minister. PMO staff are entirely politically appointed and serve at the pleasure of 

the prime minister. They plan and organize the public life of the prime minister, including 

schedule, links to the party apparatus, preparations for parliament, especially Question 

Period, interactions with the media, and those parts of his correspondence that are 

“political” in nature. More on this last function is said later. The PMO also advises on 

major policy issues and priorities and on the several thousand appointments made by 

cabinet on the recommendation of the prime minister. The PMO generally serves as a 

listening post and gatekeeper, determining which “political” matters will be brought to 

the attention of the prime minister and ensuring that the prime minister’s political and 

policy directions for government are translated into action by the permanent bureaucracy.  

 Although there can be tensions between political advisers and non-partisan public 

servants, it is generally accepted that both kinds of advice are required and valuable. Both 

political staff in the PMO and public servants in the PCO recognize that political and 

non-partisan considerations are often intertwined and can never be completely 

disentangled. This awareness leads to the further recognition by both groups that they 

must understand the other’s role and avoid working in isolation from each other. The 

                                                 
25 Gordon Robertson, “The Changing Role of the Privy Council Office” (winter 1971) 14(4) Canadian 
Public Administration 492–508. 
26 On the evolution of the PMO see Marc Lalonde, “The Changing Role of the Prime Minister’s Office” 
(winter 1971) 14(4) Canadian Public Administration 509–37; Thomas S. Axworthy, “Of Secretaries to 
Princes” (summer 1988) 31(2) Canadian Public Administration 247–64; Donald J. Savoie, Governing from 
the Centre; Graham White, Cabinets and First Ministers, chap. 3.  
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closeness or distance of the PMO-PCO relationship depends greatly on how the 

leadership of the two offices understand, relate to, and trust each other. 

 At various times since its emergence as a power centre in the late 1960s under 

Prime Minister Trudeau, the role of the PMO has shifted from a strong “policy advisory” 

role, to more of a “switchboard” function directing activity and communications, to more 

of a role of “strategic management” directing the implementation of the key priorities of 

the prime minister.27 Even though they are controversial, political staff members play a 

crucial role. They can provide valuable insights, which can improve policy formulation 

by adding a political dimension. They can protect public servants by carrying out work 

that may raise doubts about public service neutrality. They are indispensable in managing 

the demands on the time and the attention of prime ministers and ministers. They are here 

to stay and, regardless of their decisions and actions, they are likely to remain the targets 

of criticism. 

 The person presiding over the PMO has at times been called the principal 

secretary and more recently the chief of staff. To further confuse matters, in the current 

PMO serving Prime Minister Harper, a chief of staff is in overall charge, but there is also 

a principal secretary. Whatever the title, the top position in the PMO is crucial because 

that individual works more closely than anyone else with the prime minister. There are 

both advisory and managerial dimensions to the top job. The chief of staff/principal 

secretary advises on politics, policy, and management; promotes and protects the interests 

of the prime minister across a wide range of issues; and negotiates with other powerful 

actors to move the prime minister’s agenda forward. As manager, the head of the PMO, 

with the approval of the prime minister, organizes the office, selects staff, and protects 

the time and attention of the prime minister by controlling the flow of people, paper, and 

information. In this last role, the head of the PMO must ensure that all relevant 

information is received and that all relevant viewpoints are represented. The job of 

ensuring that the prime minister is adequately informed is shared with the clerk of the 

privy council, who normally has equal access to the prime minister for this purpose. A 

close working relationship based on trust between the principal secretary and the clerk is 

                                                 
27 Thomas S. Axworthy, “Of Secretaries to Princes.” 
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necessary to ensure that the prime minister has the full intelligence and range of 

perspectives needed to do his job well. 

 The size of the PMO has fluctuated over the years since the late 1960s, from a 

low of approximately 70 staff to a high of approximately 120 staff. In 2008–2009, 

approximately 80 people work in the PMO. Probably half these people perform 

administrative support and secretarial services, including the handling of “political” 

correspondence, which is passed forward from the PCO. Beneath the chief of staff and 

principal secretary, there are seven director positions covering such areas as priorities and 

planning, strategy, policy, issues management, communication, touring, and personnel. 

There are also two press secretaries and a number of advisers/assistants.  

 The budget for the PMO is integrated with the budget of the PCO, so it is difficult 

to identify the cost of the political support to the prime minister. A PCO breakdown of its 

costs for 2006–2007 identified financial and administrative support to the PMO and the 

offices of other portfolio ministers as $27 million.28 Canada’s PMO has been described 

as large compared with similar offices in other cabinet-parliamentary systems. This 

criticism is strongest when the PMO is seen as more pervasive and controlling in its 

approach to pushing the prime minister’s agenda forward. Clearly, a PMO of 80 people, 

perhaps half of them in administrative roles, is no match in terms of policy expertise for 

line departments. The PMO does not administer programs directly, so it has to rely on 

others to implement its ideas. 

 As a former principal secretary to Prime Minister Trudeau wrote, the PMO is “not 

the White House North.” It is an important power centre, he went on to write, “but it has 

predominant sway on very few matters, perhaps only the leader’s schedule and 

appointments.”29 This is probably an unduly modest assessment, but it is a useful 

counterweight to the popular image of the PMO as a secretive, controlling, all-powerful 

centre of decision-making. 

 

                                                 
28 Canada, Departmental Performance Report, Privy Council Office and Public Appointments Commission 
Secretariat, 2005–2006, 12–13. 
29 Thomas S. Axworthy, “Of Secretaries to Princes,” 249. 
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The Privy Council Office (PCO) 
 
The PCO is the prime minister’s department and the cabinet secretariat. It is headed by 

the clerk of the privy council and secretary to the cabinet. The employees of the PCO are 

career public servants, not politically aligned advisers. As a rule, employees are recruited 

from line departments, bring their expertise from earlier positions into the PCO, and 

leave the office after several years to enrich the knowledge of central processes and 

perspective within other departments and agencies. By design, the PCO is a relatively 

small organization with a staff of 937 people in 2007–2008.30 This number has to be put 

in perspective by examining the range of responsibilities and functions of the PCO and its 

necessary reliance on the expertise and activities of other federal departments and 

agencies to fulfill its mandate. 

 Stated briefly and with great oversimplification, the mandate of the PCO is to 

provide advice and support to the prime minister; to support the collective decision-

making processes within cabinet and its committees; to ensure coherence and 

coordination in the development and implementation of policy; and to promote an 

efficient and effective public service, which is crucial to the achievement of good 

government. This last responsibility includes ensuring that the principles and practices of 

a responsible cabinet-parliamentary government and an impartial and professional public 

service are upheld. The clerk of the privy council and secretary to the cabinet has the 

personal responsibility to advise the prime minister on the exercise of his constitutional 

responsibilities. 

 The position of clerk of the privy council and secretary to the cabinet (henceforth 

referred to simply as the clerk), which has existed since 1867, was largely clerical in 

content prior to 1940 (when the second part of the title was added) and has expanded in 

scope and influence during the postwar period.31 In 1992 the clerk was made head of the 

public service on a statutory basis, a position that involves the duty to uphold the 

traditions, values, and expertise of the public service. In 1993 the PCO was given 

responsibility for federal-provincial relations, and the clerk plays a key role in the 

                                                 
30 Canada, Privy Council Office, 2007–2008 Report on Plans and Priorities, 3. 
31 S.L. Sutherland, “The Role of the Clerk of the Privy Council,” in Canada, Commission of Inquiry into 
the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, Restoring Accountability, Research Studies, vol. 3: 
Linkages: Responsibilities and Accountabilities (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2006). 
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conduct of an extensive array of important and politically sensitive federal-provincial 

relations. In summary, the position of clerk now encompasses three broad, interrelated, 

and demanding roles: deputy minister to the prime minister, secretary to the cabinet, and 

head of the public service. 

 The manner in which clerks perform these roles depends on the expectations and 

demands of the prime minister, the issues that dominate the agenda over a given period, 

their own definition of the role, and their leadership capabilities. According to a 

background research study prepared for the Gomery Commission, the greatest single 

change over the past 30 years has been the expectation that the clerk will serve as a 

mediator and problem solver on behalf of the prime minister.32 How large this role 

becomes depends in part on the quality of the leadership and personnel in the PMO. It 

also depends on the trust levels among the prime minister, his chief of staff, and the clerk. 

Normally, the clerk meets each morning with the prime minister and his chief of staff, 

although such meetings happen less frequently when the interpersonal relationships are 

more distant. If the clerk and the PCO are successful at problem-solving on key priorities 

of the government, then reliance on the PCO increases. This relationship leads in turn to a 

concern that the clerk and the PCO are being politicized and will be tempted to put the 

short-term political needs of the prime minister ahead of broader government goals and 

public service traditions. 

 The structure and operations of the PCO flow directly from the central role of the 

office in organizing and coordinating support to the prime minister and the cabinet. 

Inevitably, its structures and procedures are fluid, reflecting such factors as the leadership 

styles of prime ministers, new cabinet structures (which are a prerogative of the prime 

minister), shifting policy agendas, and the thinking of the clerk. Shifting structures and 

titles make it difficult and hazardous to generalize about internal arrangements of the 

PCO over time. For example, during the period of the Chrétien government from 1993 to 

2003, the main working units of the PCO were called secretariats, each of which was 

headed by an assistant secretary to the cabinet. Under Prime Minister Harper, the present 

PCO structure (March 2009) involves deputy ministers for intergovernmental affairs and 

for the Afghanistan Task Force, a senior adviser with unspecified duties, six deputy 

                                                 
32 Ibid., 63–77. 
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secretaries, a foreign and defence policy adviser, a national security adviser, and an 

assistant deputy minister for corporate services – all reporting directly to the clerk. Below 

the deputy secretaries, and reporting to them, are 12 assistant secretaries. 

The PCO is the organization most responsible for the quality and completeness of 

the information and advice that flow to the prime minister and cabinet. The titles and 

locations of the communications unit within the PCO have varied somewhat over time. 

At present (March 2009), the key communications functions fall within the portfolio of 

the assistant deputy minister in charge of the Corporate Services Branch. This branch 

deals with information services, IT support, access to information and privacy, planning, 

human resources, and general administration. Each of these six functional areas within 

Corporate Services has a director. It is the Executive Correspondence Services that 

handles mail and email addressed to the prime minister. (This function is discussed 

below.) However, to convey the full picture of the PCO as a relatively small, flat 

organization in which there is a confusing swirl of many kinds of communication, several 

other positions need to be identified. Listed on the September 2008 organizational chart 

are the positions of: assistant secretary to the cabinet, communications and consultation; a 

director for cabinet papers systems; and a director for cabinet confidences. In terms of 

providing services to Canadians online, in 2006 the key contacts in the PCO were the 

assistant deputy minister for corporate services and the senior research advisor for 

communications and consultations. This expansion is another indication of how 

communications are central to a successful PCO operation. 

 

Correspondence Services in the PCO 
 
There is a division of labour in terms of the handling of incoming correspondence of all 

kinds directed to the prime minister. The lead role in terms of handling most postal mail, 

emails, faxes, and telephone calls resides in the PCO and more specifically with the 

Executive Correspondence Services (ECS). Consistent with the definition of the PCO as 

non-partisan and operational, the ECS does not deal with postal mail or email that is 

political and personal in content. More is said below about how these categories are 

defined in practice. Political and personal items of mail are forwarded to the PMO, where 

they are handled by staff in the prime minister’s Correspondence Unit. Both the PCO’s 
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and the PMO’s correspondence units are housed in the Langevin Building, although on 

different floors. This proximity is important for ensuring that ongoing face-to-face 

contacts take place between the two units so they may deal with non-routine matters. 

Manuals, guidelines, criteria, and well-established procedures regulate the flow of 

documents between the two locations. The following analysis of the intersection of 

“politics” and “administration” in the handling of correspondence relies in terms of 

factual information on a comprehensive report (18 pages and eight appendices) filed with 

the Commission by the PCO and a shorter report (five pages) filed by the PMO. Selective 

highlights of these documents will be reported here in order to provide some factual basis 

for the assessment of the reliability of the correspondence-handling system. 

 The PCO Executive Correspondence Services consists of two units. The 

Executive Correspondence Unit (ECU) provides support to the prime minister, while the 

Departmental Correspondence Unit (DCU) provides support to those ministers whose 

“home” department is the PCO. These ministers are the deputy prime minister, the 

minister of intergovernmental affairs, and the leader of the Government in the House of 

Commons. The ECU and its procedures are of primary interest to this study. However, it 

needs to be recognized that correspondence addressed to the prime minister arrives in 

locations other than the ECU; the expectation is that messages and attached documents 

will be forwarded to the PCO in order to ensure that items do not slip between the 

bureaucratic cracks and that responses across government are consistent and “safe.” 

 The volume and diversity of incoming communications to the prime minister have 

generally increased over the past decade. Technology is part of the explanation for more 

complex correspondence challenges. The availability of email to reach the prime minister 

began in November 1997. The prime minister’s web page went up in 1995 and has long 

included an invitation to provide a written or email comment to the prime minister. The 

prime minister’s website includes links to the social networking sites of Facebook, 

Twitter, Flickr, and You Tube, where one finds a prime ministerial presence and 

comment sections. Although technology has increased overall volume, the actual levels 

of incoming communications fluctuate on the basis of the shifting agenda of issues and 

the prominence of the prime minister, including his popularity or unpopularity. 
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 Table 1 at the end of this study provides a summary of communications-related 

activities as presented by the PCO in its departmental performance report for 2006–

2007.33 Over the preceding five years the volume of communications of all kinds ranged 

from a high of approximately 2.15 million contacts of all kinds to a low of approximately 

1.2 million contacts. After first being established in November 1997, the email address 

for the prime minister has become by far the most popular communications channel, with 

just over one million incoming emails in 2006–2007 and just over 80,000 outgoing email 

replies in the same year. It is interesting that old-fashioned “snail mail” still accounted for 

more than 600,000 contacts in 2006–2007 and over one million in the preceding year. 

The variance between messages received and replies sent reflects mainly the fact that 

write-in campaigns, petitions, thank you letters, and other correspondence do not require 

a response. 

 The ECU has a staff complement of 35 positions and a budget of $1,954,667 for 

the fiscal year 2008–2009 to deal with the prime minister’s correspondence needs.34 

Figure 1 at the end of this study presents the organizational chart of the ECU. The 

manager of the ECS reports to the director of corporate information services within the 

PCO, who in turn reports to the assistant deputy minister of the Corporate Services 

Branch. As is discussed below, the clerk of the privy council and secretary to the cabinet 

does not regularly deal with correspondence matters. Occasionally, the manager of the 

ECS may contact the correspondence coordinator in the clerk’s office to determine if a 

letter should be routed to that location to be treated as a priority matter. ECS does not 

have direct contact with the clerk. 

 To an outsider, the correspondence operations of the ECU appear to be highly 

systematic, refined, and professional. Manuals, guidelines, criteria, established 

procedures, and state-of-the-art information and records management systems are used to 

receive, sort, analyze, store, track, and respond to communications of all kinds. Incoming 

postal mail addressed to the prime minister is scanned for security reasons before it is 
                                                 
33 Canada, Departmental Performance Report, Privy Council Office and Public Appointments Commission 
Secretariat, 2006–2007, 13. 
34 Canada, Privy Council Office, Report on the Privy Council Office’s Executive Correspondence 
Procedures and the Handling of Letters from Karlheinz Schreiber to Prime Minister Harper, June 2006 to 
September 2007, submitted to the Commission of Inquiry into Certain Allegations Respecting Business and 
Financial Dealings Between Karlheinz Schreiber and the Right Honourable Brian Mulroney, January 30, 
2009. 
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sent to the ECU. The ECU uses WebCIMS, the Correspondence and Issues Management 

System, to perform the following functions: scan incoming correspondence, record 

relevant details, assign to appropriate personnel, track progress, and generate analysis of 

correspondence-related issues. WebCIMS appears to be state-of-the-art software, which 

is ISO certified and counts among its users more than 15 departments and agencies of the 

Government of Canada as well as several federal departments in the Government of the 

United States. It is “capability maturity” Level 3, which means that it has systems 

management processes built in for cross-checking and improvement. In its 2006–2007 

performance report, the PCO declared that it “continued to strengthen [communications] 

management practices by optimizing technology to deal with the increasing volume of 

correspondence while maintaining established service standards.”35

 The procedures for handling postal mail are slightly different from those for 

email. ECU clerks sort letters into six categories: political and personal mail, priority 

mail (from VIPs), general mail, requests for special messages from the prime minister 

(for example, conference program greetings), requests for acknowledgements of special 

occasions (for example, birthdays and wedding anniversaries), and write-in campaigns on 

specific issues (for example, petitions and postcards). In the case of emails, after 

duplicates and junk mail have been deleted, the balance is processed by ECU clerks. For 

regular mail and emails that fall into the “general” category, an electronic library of 

standardized responses is available (it includes referrals to another department, when 

appropriate), and an initial acknowledgement of receipt is sent to the correspondent. Of 

greatest interest to this study are the procedures for handling priority and political or 

personal mail. 

 Letters and emails from prominent individuals such as heads of state, premiers, 

and ministers are treated as priority mail. These pieces are given a tracking number and 

forwarded for routing to the ECU English or French senior editor. The editor first decides 

whether an item is truly a priority or should be downgraded to general (with a longer 

reply deadline) and then directs the item to the appropriate location for a response. 

Correspondence from other governments and cabinet ministers are normally assigned to 

                                                 
35 Canada, Departmental Performance Report, Privy Council Office and Appointments Commission 
Secretariat, 2006–2007, 14.  
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the clerk’s office for reply. Priority mail and emails from other individuals, such as heads 

of non-governmental organizations (churches, national business associations, trade 

unions, for example) are replied to by ECU writers based on their respective portfolios 

and working under the supervision of a senior editor. 

 Political or personal mail deals with the prime minister’s role as a member of 

parliament, with his constituency, with party-related political matters (such as party 

organization and the parliamentary caucus), and with the private life and personal 

interests of the prime minister. What constitutes politically sensitive communications is 

somewhat open to interpretation, but usually the judgment is relatively straightforward. 

Employees of the ECU have detailed guidelines for processing messages from different 

categories of respondents and for the precise assignment of responsibility for replies. The 

procedures for handling various types of communications have been refined over time. 

The public servants who work in the ECU are generally experienced, and new employees 

receive training. If there is any doubt about the sensitivity and risks attached to a 

particular piece of correspondence, employees are encouraged to consult their superiors. 

 Not all letters and emails receive a reply from the prime minister. The PCO has 

produced a list of 16 reasons why a particular piece of correspondence may be filed 

without a response. The reasons include the fact that messages may be unclear, irrational, 

incoherent, nonsensical, or paranoid. The arrival of email has increased the number of 

such messages. Correspondents writing about a matter before the courts may receive a 

standard acknowledgement stating the principle of non-intervention in legal matters, or 

the item may simply be filed. Other categories of incoming correspondence not 

warranting an official reply are: prolific (more than 10 times annually); religious 

opinions; illegible; inappropriate language (including profane, racist, slanderous); write-

ins; and thank you letters. 

 Consistent with the earlier description of the ECU as a highly professional 

operation, it sets benchmarks, or service standards, for each of the stages involved in the 

handling of correspondence, including deadlines for response times. Meeting service 

standards is not always possible because of fluctuations in the volume of incoming 

communications. Regular analysis of volume and content is conducted, and more 

specialized analysis can be produced if requested. 
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The Correspondence Unit of the PMO 
 
In contrast to the relatively large, rule-bound and professionalized correspondence 

process in the PCO, the structures and processes for handling correspondence in the PMO 

are smaller in scale, less elaborate, and more flexible. The prime minister’s 

Correspondence Unit (PMC) employs between six and eight politically appointed 

individuals, who are relatively young and do not enjoy long-term job security. They are 

expected to identify with the policy agenda and the re-election goals of the prime minister 

and the governing party. In addition to letters, emails, and faxes forwarded from the PCO, 

the PMC receives numerous requests from ministers, parliamentarians, and party 

officials. From time to time, specific issues are identified as being of particular interest to 

the prime minister or his staff, and the PCO is instructed to forward items related to those 

topics. The PMC handled approximately 30,000 items of correspondence in 2006–2007 

and 37,000 in 2007–2008.36

 Analysts sort letters by subject, daily, and the correspondence manager reviews 

the letters to identify those that may be of interest to the prime minister. All letters are 

entered into the WebCIMS system and then forwarded to the appropriate PMO officer or 

correspondence writer to prepare a reply. 

 The highly intense and partisan culture of the PMO was revealed in a confidential 

interview with a former political staffer who served Prime Minister Chrétien. The staffer 

began by noting that, in the fast-paced world of the PMO, it is impossible to separate 

politics from governing and from communications. The primary responsibility for the 

“political safety” of the prime minister rests with his political staff. Above all else it is the 

staff’s job to protect him against embarrassments and damage to his reputation; ideally it 

is to make him “look good.” Staff members are also acutely conscious of the time 

pressures on their boss. Every letter is seen as important, but only a few actually make it 

to the prime minister’s desk. A signature machine is used to sign most replies sent out by 

the prime minister. The former staffer observed that when a letter arrived which was 

                                                 
36 Report of the Prime Minister’s Office on the Prime Minister’s Correspondence Unit Procedures and the 
Handling of Letters from Karlheinz Schreiber to Prime Minister Stephen Harper, June 2006 to September 
2007, 1. 
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“political dynamite,” he would refer it to the executive assistant serving the prime 

minister. Past dealings will condition how correspondence and other contacts are 

handled. As part of the job of protecting “the boss,” political staff may withhold or delay 

the provision of information, usually presuming that the matter can be handled without 

involving the prime minister. If the prime minister insists on seeing a piece of 

correspondence, there is no way that staff would withhold it. There is a cultural norm 

within the PMO, the former staffer observed, of putting as little as possible in writing. He 

noted that beginning with the uncovering of the audiotapes in the White House that 

brought down President Nixon, many examples, in different political systems, have come 

to light of memos and emails causing trouble for political executives. Such instances have 

led to an oral tradition in high places and to a strong emphasis on the security of 

communications. 

 Generalizing about the role of political staff within the PMO is dangerous given 

the limited and sketchy evidence available. Several valuable books by Professor Donald 

J. Savoie on prime ministerial power contain assessments of the PMO.37 The Gomery 

Commission (for which Professor Savoie served as research director) published a study 

on ministerial staff, and a chapter on this subject (Chapter 7, The Prime Minister, 

Ministers and Their Exempt Staff) is found in Phase 2 of the Commission’s final report.38 

These developments represent initial steps toward recognizing the emergence of a new 

group of players who occupy a “twilight zone” in our constitutional order that officially 

divides “the universe” into elected, responsible, and accountable ministers and appointed, 

professional, and impartial public servants who answer primarily to the ministers they 

support. Other countries, such as Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, are 

further along in developing legal and quasi-legal frameworks to regulate the behaviour of 

political staff. 

                                                 
37 Donald J. Savoie, Breaking the Bargain: Public Servants, Minutes and Parliament (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 2003), chap. 6. 
38 Liane E. Benoit, “Ministerial Staff: The Life and Times of Parliament’s Statutory Orphans,” in Canada, 
Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, Restoring Accountability, 
Research Studies, vol. 1: Parliament, Ministers and Deputy Ministers (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2006); 
Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, Final Report, vol. 2, 
Restoring Accountability (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2006); Alex Smith, “Ministerial Staff: Issues of Accountability 
and Ethics,” Parliamentary Information and Research Service, Library of Parliament, April 12, 2006. 
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 It is significant that the one well-documented Canadian case of attempted 

plausible deniability involved a chief of staff to the minister of foreign affairs who 

withheld information about the fast-tracking of a former Iraqi ambassador’s entry into 

Canada in 1991. The so-called Al-Mashat affair led to a parliamentary investigation. The 

political staffer was fired, senior public servants were severely and openly criticized in a 

partisan forum, and the whole episode created a chill in the climate of ministerial-

bureaucratic relations. According to Professor Sharon Sutherland, the case broke the 

convention that ministers would accept responsibility for the actions of their staff.39

 In terms of the focus of this study, the concern about political staff is that they are 

potentially too zealous in their loyalty to the prime minister or their minister, and too 

inclined to see governing as a permanent campaign in which protecting the boss is the 

number one priority. A former deputy minister interviewed for this study described PMO 

staff as “political warriors” and “spear-carriers for the prime minister.” This unflattering 

portrait is probably unfair to most political staff who work at the centre of government or 

in ministerial offices. It is probably more appropriate to assume that a broad spectrum of 

people and behaviours are found in these influential roles. The extent of staff influence 

depends partly on the leadership style of the prime minister or minister and on the 

amount of discretion entrusted to political staff. Some prime ministers will want as much 

information as possible; others will prefer not to know certain things. To a large extent, it 

is the prime minister who shapes the culture and climate of the PMO. If the tone set at the 

top is that there must be no mistakes or problems that embarrass the prime minister, then 

the likelihood is greater that attempts will be made to manipulate information and lessen 

vulnerability by covering up problems. However, not all breakdowns in communications 

are intentional. They can result from a lack of experience and judgment, a lack of 

competence in terms of information gathering and the provision of advice, or a lack of 

understanding of issues and the contexts in which they arise. There is not much, if any, 

training given to ministerial staff and no code of conduct to guide their behaviour. 

Learning on the job in the PMO is risky for everyone involved. 

 

                                                 
39 S.L. Sutherland, “The Al-Mashat Affair: Administrative Responsibility in Parliamentary Institutions” 
(winter 1991) 34(4) Canadian Public Administration 573–603. 
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Access to Information 
 
The flow of information within government and outward to Canadians is regulated by a 

number of statutes passed by Parliament and by a series of internal administrative 

policies and manuals. These legal and quasi-legal instruments play a significant role in 

shaping cultures and behaviours within government. Experienced public servants are very 

familiar with the informal, unwritten “rules of the game” for handling and disclosing 

information, including internal and external correspondence. This section provides a brief 

impressionistic exploration of the intersection of laws, rules, procedures, and culture in 

conditioning the processing of sensitive information. The discussion begins with the 

Access to Information Act (ATIA). 

 The ATIA came into force on July 1, 1983. Despite many calls for its reform, the 

Act has remained unchanged in its fundamental features. One amendment worthy of note 

in terms of the focus of this study is found in section 67.1.40 That section makes it an 

offence to destroy, mutilate, or alter a record, to falsify a record, to conceal a record, or to 

direct or counsel others to do any of these things with the intent of denying access under 

the Act. 

 In terms of the focus of this study on communications and information at the 

centre of government, a key provision of the ATIA is one that prevents cabinet 

confidences from being disclosed immediately. Unlike acts in Australia and New 

Zealand, in which cabinet documents can be reviewed by an information commissioner 

leading to a recommendation for release, this practice does not happen under the 

Canadian Act. Cabinet records in this country are held by the PCO for 30 years, after 

which time they are transferred to the Library and Archives Canada. For the first 20 years 

after their creation, there is a blanket exemption for cabinet confidences. However, after 

20 years, any cabinet document may be requested by the public under the provisions of 

the ATIA, and many such documents have been released by the PCO. Cabinet documents 

that are transferred to the archives after 30 years are available for public consultation, 

subject to the exemptions under the ATIA. The application of these exemptions is subject 

to review by the information commissioner. 

                                                 
40 Craig Forcese and Aaron Freeman, The Laws of Government: The Legal Foundations of Canadian 
Democracy (Toronto: Irwin Law, 2005), 503. 
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 The cabinet confidences exclusion has been the source of considerable 

controversy, which is too involved to be explored in depth here. Section 69 of the ATIA, 

reinforced by section 39 of the Evidence Act, makes it clear that a written specification 

from the clerk of the privy council that a particular document involves a cabinet 

confidence puts it beyond review by either the information commissioner or the courts. 

The exercise of discretion by the clerk has been limited somewhat by a court ruling that 

the clerk’s certificate must state that a particular document falls within the meaning of 

“confidence” under the ATIA and that the considerations governing disclosure versus 

non-disclosure have been balanced appropriately.41

 One access dispute related to the topic of this study involves the secrecy of 

agenda books maintained for the prime minister and other ministers. For the first 18 years 

of the ATIA, Canadians could obtain records about meetings and travel expenses 

incurred by the prime ministers, ministers, and political staff. In November 1999, a 

researcher for the Reform Party in opposition complained to the information 

commissioner that he was denied access to prime ministerial records, including agenda 

books that recorded in detail the whereabouts of the prime minister. A drawn-out dispute 

between the PMO and the commissioner ensued, and after eight years it is still before the 

courts. In response to the matter of potential for political embarrassment from the routine 

release of meeting and travel information, the PMO instructed the PCO in June 2002 that, 

henceforth, access requests for any records held in ministerial offices should be refused.42 

All departments, including the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS), which oversees the 

operation of the ATIA, were obliged to comply with the new policy. The argument made 

in defence of the policy was that the prime minister and other ministers are not part of the 

departments over which they preside. In the case of the prime minister, the PCO was his 

department and the PMO was not considered to be a department of government. 

 Over the past eight years, several court cases were heard on the issue, with one 

lower court ruling favouring the information commissioner’s position that the agenda 

books of the prime minister should be made public. However, in June 2008, the federal 

court ruled that the PMO would have to release documents in its possession only if there 

                                                 
41 Ibid., 507–12. 
42 “Secrecy Begins at the Top,” Ottawa Citizen, June 7, 2002, A19.  
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was “a reasonable expectation” that those documents would be shared with other parts of 

government that fall under the ATIA. It rejected the contention of the information 

commissioner that the documents were held by the PCO, not the PMO, and therefore 

were within the Act. The court stressed that its interpretation was based on the wording of 

the existing Act. If Parliament wanted, it could extend coverage to include the PMO by 

adding it to the list of government institutions that fell under the Act. It was noted that the 

Conservative Party of Canada government of Prime Minister Harper had not added the 

PMO when it amended the ATIA in 2006 to include more non-departmental 

institutions.43 The decision of the federal court could be appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 Interpretation and application of the ATIA has to be balanced with the provisions 

of the Privacy Act. This need raises questions on how such a balance should be achieved 

with respect to correspondence from private parties directed to the prime minister. There 

does not appear to be much case law on this matter. Under the Privacy Act, citizens 

writing to the prime minister are entitled to a reasonable expectation of privacy in terms 

of their identity. However, the content of correspondence is subject to the access law, 

unless one of the exemptions under the ATIA applies. 

 The intersection of privacy and access laws arose in a 2006 case in which a 

reporter (Jim Bronskill) complained that his name had been improperly released in an 

email message prepared by a PCO employee regarding a request made under the ATIA. 

Revealing the name of someone filing an access request is a violation of the Privacy Act. 

The email from the PCO was written following a multi-department conference call in 

which an officer with Public Safety Canada discussed the pending release of sensitive 

information. Eight departments participated in the call, and the resulting minutes were 

distributed to 19 people in the PCO and PMO, including the director and deputy director 

of communications in the PMO. In response to the complaint, the PCO explained that the 

names of other reporters included in the minutes were blacked out, but that Jim 

Bronskill’s identity had been revealed by mistake. The Office of the Privacy 

Commissioner judged Bronskill’s complaint to be well founded, and the PCO apologized 
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for its error.44 The deputy information commissioner was quoted in the press as saying 

most public servants were aware that access requests are confidential, but that many 

ministerial aides probably did not know the law.45  

 Since 1999, the Office of the Information Commissioner has been issuing annual 

“report cards” on how departments have complied with the letter and spirit of the ATIA. 

Letter grades are assigned on the basis of the timeliness of the responses to access 

requests, and the indicator of performance is called “the deemed refusal ratio.” The ratio 

measures how well a particular department completed its processing of requests within 

the time limit (30 days) allowed under the Act. Anything over a deemed refusal rate of 20 

percent earns the institution a red-alert failing grade of F. The PCO has a checkered 

history. When the report cards began in 1999, it received a grade of F, with a 38 percent 

deemed refusal rate. The following year, the deemed refusal rate dropped to 3.6 percent, 

and the grade jumped to A. Over subsequent years, with the exception of 2003–2004, the 

PCO scored poorly, falling usually in the F range. A poor report card is always 

accompanied by recommendations from the information commissioner about how to 

improve performance. The last report for the PCO, for the 2005–2006 period, 

recommended that the PCO set itself the target of an ideal score of A and a minimum 

grade of B.46 The PCO responded by hiring new staff, restructuring the access-to-

information and privacy (ATIP) process, and introducing mandatory training for 

employees. In the PCO’s 2006–2007 annual report, the information commissioner 

criticized the persistence of a “top-heavy approach – virtually unique in government” – 

which allowed little discretion to the access coordinator and pushed too many decisions 

about the release of documents to the top of the PCO.47

 The grades assigned to departments generate parliamentary and media attention 

and put pressure on poor performers to improve. In fairness to the PCO, it must be noted 

that it is a relatively small organization which is very much caught up in the swirl of daily 

events within government. The volume (300–400 requests per year), complexity, and 

sensitivity of the requests it receives are an important part of the explanation for the 
                                                 
44 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Annual Report, 2007–2008 (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2008), 26. 
45 Elizabeth Thompson, “Shroud of Secrecy Violated in Ottawa,” Gazette (Montreal), September 20, 2006.  
46 Information Commissioner of Canada, Annual Report, 2006–2007; Privy Council Office, Status Report 
on the 2005 Report Card (Ottawa: PWGSC, 2007). 
47 Ibid. 
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backlogs that exist within the PCO in a given year. The fact that the PCO is so 

strategically located at the nerve centre of government, and so closely attuned to the 

concerns of the prime minister and other ministers, undoubtedly leads to caution and 

delay in handling access requests. 

 

Digitization and Records Management 
 
Changing technology, especially the arrival of email, has altered the volume and content 

of communications reaching government and within government. The impacts of 

digitization are many and not well analyzed in the available literature, and selective 

observations related to the themes of this study will have to suffice here. More than 90 

percent of the records being created in government are electronic, and increasingly they 

are transmitted as attachments to emails. It was feared that the introduction of email 

would limit frank correspondence within government because the messages were not 

completely secure. However, this fear seems to have been overstated. Email has become 

so deeply entrenched in daily work life that busy employees do not often make an effort 

to censor themselves. Moreover, technology has evolved to provide greater security 

features – such as PIN-to-PIN messaging on BlackBerries, which does not leave a trail on 

a central server. In his 2007–2008 annual report, the information commissioner of 

Canada described a complaint that BlackBerry messages between PCO officials and 

another department were not recorded properly. Although the complaint could not be 

substantiated, the commissioner noted that there was no uniform policy on PIN -to-PIN 

communications and that each institution was advised by the Treasury Board Secretariat 

to craft its own policy.48

 Reliance on email reduces the role of hierarchy in structuring communications as 

information flows increasingly follow informal network patterns. The style of 

communication becomes less formal because the official standards and informal 

conventions regarding email are not as clear, strict, or embedded in the culture of 

organizations. Because electronic files do not pile up in bulging filing cabinets or in 

boxes in basements, there is less awareness of the requirements for the capture, 

management, disposal, and retrieval of e-documents of all kinds. 
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  In 2006, Library and Archives Canada circulated a guide on email management 

to all federal departments and agencies. It noted that email messages, including any 

electronic attachments created, received, or transmitted in the conduct of government 

business, are records and must be managed in accordance with such relevant legislation 

as the Library and Archives of Canada Act, the Access to Information Act, the Privacy 

Act, and the Treasury Board’s policy on the management of information. Emails related 

to government business must be kept. Transitory emails – as defined by policy – can be 

deleted only after they have served their purpose, but not if they are the subject of a 

request under the ATIA. Emails are supposed to be “captured into a recognizable records 

system,” and are to be “managed efficiently and effectively” on the basis of “corporate 

policies, guidelines and procedures.”49

 Legislation, policies, guidelines, and procedures are required, but ensuring that 

employees have the awareness, knowledge, skills, and commitment to the sound 

management of electronic documents is a big challenge. Introducing sound information 

management practices across government is the responsibility of the Chief Information 

Officer Branch of the Treasury Board Secretariat. In the fall of 2008, the branch released 

a document called IMBasics (Information Management Basics), guidelines that sought to 

provide Government of Canada employees at all levels with a clear picture of their 

responsibilities for the day-to-day handling of digital records. A training program, which 

accompanies the document, educates employees on IM, and there is additional training 

for managers. In an interview with a government technology magazine, the official in 

charge at the TBS acknowledged that changing people’s habits was more difficult than 

changing hardware, and that across government many departments were still “doing their 

own thing.”50 Achieving consistent, standardized approaches to information management 

and record keeping is a huge challenge for all governments in terms of meeting rising 

statutory, legal liability, continuity, and accountability requirements. 

 To improve its capacity to record and to access inventories of documents of all 

kinds, the Government of Canada began in the 1990s to implement the Electronic 

Documents and Record Management System (EDRMS). According to Professor Alasdair 
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Roberts, a leading expert on access laws, EDRMS is meant to give structure to 

“unstructured data” – that miscellany of documents generated in huge volumes daily 

within bureaucracies in the form of letters, memoranda, emails, draft reports, presentation 

files, and so on.51 Large databases store these documents. When a new document is 

added, basic information from the controlled vocabulary that is used to classify 

documents makes it easier to search government databases using Government of Canada 

search engines. The process of assigning “authorized descriptors” to documents is also 

called “meta tagging.” 

 Even though the Government of Canada has been recognized by industry groups 

as a leader in the field, the promise of the paperless office is a long way off. The current 

information management system is still in transition. Electronic data exist alongside huge 

volumes of old-fashioned paper documents such as correspondence, memoranda, and 

draft reports, which are comparable to those produced decades ago. In past reports, both 

the Auditor General of Canada and the information commissioner have been critical of 

overall records management within government, and the Privy Council Office was 

singled out for the sorry state of its records, many of which were stored in the damp 

basement of the Langevin Building 

 

Some Comparative Evidence on Government Communications 
 
This section offers a summary of the findings from a selective examination of how 

communications issues in government have been debated and resolved in three other 

countries. Appendices A through C provide a brief synopsis of developments in 

Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Only general trends from those 

countries are described here, and then just briefly. As in Canada, governments in all three 

countries are facing more complicated, intense, and negative communications 

environments. 

 Trends in Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States include the 

following: 

 

                                                 
51 Roberts, Alasdair. Blacked Out: Government Secrecy in an Information Age (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), chap. 9.  
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• Public mistrust of politicians in terms of their motives, intentions, and behaviours 
is strong. 

• There are low levels of public confidence in the capacity of governments to solve 
problems, and there is a suspicion of government claims.  

• There is increasing public insistence on openness and disclosure. 
• The media are increasingly aggressive and adversarial in their coverage. 
• Governments have adopted increasingly elaborate approaches and refined 

technologies to practise agenda management and message discipline. 
• Two-way communication between citizens and governments has increased as a 

result of new information and communications technologies. 
• The communications function has increased in importance and is developing as a 

more professional group within governments. 
• There are growing debates over “political” spin displacing the professional 

provision of objective information. 
• In office, politicians have insisted on strengthening their personal advisory and 

support systems to ensure that their ideas are acted on by bureaucracies and to 
promote/protect their reputations. 

• In all countries, at the centre of government, there is a crucial difference between 
those organizations serving the prime minister exclusively in his political role 
(and which are staffed by political loyalists) and other organizations, which serve 
both the prime minister and the cabinet and uphold the traditions of neutral 
competence of the public service. 

• Allegations of plausible deniability attempts have arisen in all countries, with 
political staff more often than public servants being blamed for attempted cover-
ups. 

• There have been debates leading to non-statutory frameworks for regulating the 
behaviour of political staff, especially their dealings with public servants. 

• The changes in information and communications technologies have increased the 
volume and complexity of external and internal communications, leading to 
issues of record keeping, access to information, and privacy. 

• There have been controversies about advice from public servants that goes 
missing, about internal emails being deleted, about computer-programming 
breakdowns leading to the loss of sensitive information, and about a lack of 
attention and care in record keeping by employees. 

• The computer-programming methods for the entry, storage, and retrieval of meta-
data are generally the same as those used in the Government of Canada. 
 

This study did not uncover a controversy in the other countries involving allegations of 

outside mail being withheld from the political head of government. 

In summary, a review of experiences in three other countries revealed that similar 

issues related to the handling of sensitive communications have arisen, but there is not a 

single straightforward solution.  
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In addition to reviewing the three countries, the author sought to interview 

officials in the executive councils of six provincial governments. Officials in four 

provinces – Manitoba, New Brunswick, Ontario, and Saskatchewan – agreed to 

participate in semi-structured, not-for-attribution interviews of approximately 45 minutes. 

The main purpose of the interviews was to gain an understanding of the system for 

handling sensitive communications directed to the premiers and to see if there are 

structures or procedures that may improve the arrangements in the Government of 

Canada.  

Because only four provinces agreed to the request for an interview, the findings 

must be interpreted cautiously. Moreover, not knowing the type of report that might 

emerge from the study probably inclined respondents to be factual but cautious in their 

replies about what is a sensitive, largely uncharted territory of government operations. 

Finally, owing to limited time and a lack of documentation, the researcher was not able to 

corroborate the descriptions and assessments of the provincial officials who, it must be 

stressed, were generous with their time and knowledge. 

 The following observations on provincial practices should be read with the above 

qualifications in mind. The four provincial systems feature the same overlapping and 

intersecting worlds and cultures of politics and administration that are found in Ottawa. 

Public servants in charge of communications units and political staff serving premiers 

both recognize that they have different, but interdependent, roles to play. Size matters in 

terms of how these two worlds relate to each other. In Ontario, a relatively large 

governmental system, the structures, procedures, and administrative documentation 

related to the communications functions are more extensive and formal. For 

correspondence, for example, the protocols are well developed, having been refined over 

several decades without many changes when governments have changed. In the three 

smaller provincial governments, the shared world of politics and administration at the 

centre is less bureaucratized, less regulated, and more informal and face-to-face. All four 

provinces follow the practice of having public servants in the correspondence unit sort 

postal mail and email directed to the premier. All have criteria for separating political and 

personal mail to be answered by political staff. In general terms, the arrangements 

correspond to those in the Government of Canada. The interviews did not disclose any 
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structural or procedural arrangements that are distinctive and would represent an 

improvement to the system of the Government of Canada. 

 

Conclusion 
 
Communication is central to politics, governing, public policy, and public management. 

If a prime minister does not integrate communications considerations into his political 

leadership, into the policy process in all its stages, and into governing, he risks failure of 

his electoral, policy, and governing goals. When political life resembles a permanent 

election contest, campaigning and governing become almost indistinguishable. The term 

“spin” has moved beyond its origins as a description of election tactics and into an all-

encompassing word for all communication from government. Putting a favourable spin 

on information and events and seeking to shape public opinion to gain support has 

become a preoccupation at the political centre of government that permeates the 

administrative culture of the public service. 

 Media coverage of politics and governing has become more constant, 

instantaneous, and adversarial. This approach is partly a tool by media outlets to ensure a 

viable position in more competitive media marketplaces. It is also a reaction to attempts 

by governments to control information and to pro-actively manage the news. The media 

focus on the blunders, abuses, and unavoidable errors feeds a negative stereotype of 

politicians and governments as untrustworthy and incompetent. The media bias toward 

suspicion and negativity in covering government, combined with the greater transparency 

arising from access-to-information laws, creates a fear of mistakes within government 

and the adoption of preventive and defensive strategies to avoid negative news coverage. 

 Most citizens, most of the time, are spectators to the political and governing 

processes. Their impressions and beliefs about both processes are mainly based on the 

stories and images presented in the media, especially on television. In general, the 

public’s level of attention to and engagement with public affairs have declined in recent 

decades. Canadians are better educated than in the past, and they have access to many 

more sources of information and opinion about public issues. Opinion surveys reveal, 

however, that within Canadian society there are very low levels of what social scientists 

call “civic literacy.” Put less politely, this means that there is a great deal of public 
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ignorance about the basic features of the political system, about the machinery of 

government, and about the issues facing governments at any point in time. These same 

citizens are less deferential toward government elites; they want to be consulted; they 

want channels of communication with which they are comfortable and which they find 

convenient; and they insist on more transparent, responsive, and accountable government. 

Managing multiple channels of interaction with citizens (including mail, email, 

telephone, in person, and online consultations) for many different purposes (such as 

informing, listening, persuading, serving, and engaging) is proving to be a major 

challenge for governments and public services. 

 Electronic government (e-government) refers generally to the use of information 

and communications technologies in government settings. E-government is neither a 

homogenous nor a static phenomenon. As a general trend, governments have introduced 

more technological and organizational sophistication and complexity into their e-

government initiatives. The Government of Canada has been recognized by industry 

associations as a leader among governments in terms of its plans and accomplishments in 

the field. Government On-Line (GOL) and Service Canada represent two major efforts by 

the government to provide information, access, and services to Canadians on a more 

integrated basis. E-government initiatives, however, have been launched in the context of 

a web of laws and rules designed to protect a range of values, such as the public’s right to 

know, privacy, security, legal liability, accountability, and records management. 

 The process of two-way correspondence between citizens and their governments 

cannot be fully or realistically understood without an awareness of the wider and 

dynamic context in which it takes place. The greatest impact of new information and 

communications technologies has been to increase the volume of incoming 

communications with government, and email has been the source of most of this increase. 

It is easier for Canadians to write the prime minister by email than by old-fashioned mail, 

and the message arrives immediately rather than days later. Within government, one 

impact of email has been to allow for more information sharing, including on a more 

horizontal basis across divisions within organizations and across organizations. The 

volume and speed of email transmission lead to information overload and less attention 

paid to the requirements for record keeping. 
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 This study examined the political, legal, structural, and cultural factors that affect 

communications at the centre of government. Its integrating theme is that 

communications on the public sector should be approached on a strategic, but contingent, 

basis. Strategies must be appropriate to the external and internal communications 

environments of particular governments. Although there are lessons to be learned from 

other jurisdictions, there are risks associated with borrowing communications structures 

and procedures that appear to work in other governments under different conditions. 

Avoiding so-called “best practice” elsewhere and adopting “smart practice” means 

developing and refining communications arrangements to fit the context, scale, 

capability, and culture of a particular political and governmental system. Over time, the 

Government of Canada has refined its communications structures, policies, and practices. 

The result is a systematic, professional, and evolving approach. No structural, procedural, 

or technological features identified in the comparative analysis of other jurisdictions 

stand out as so superior as to warrant a strong recommendation for their adoption by the 

Government of Canada. 

 In terms of the specific concern about the processing of correspondence, there are 

structures, rules, manuals, and established practices that exist to help staff meet political, 

legal, and administrative requirements. External messages directed to the prime minister 

are meant to be channelled through the Executive Correspondence Unit (ECU) housed 

within the Corporate Services Branch of the Privy Council Office. The manager of this 

unit and its 35 employees are professional, impartial public servants, most of whom have 

years of experience in government. There is a well-established system for sorting 

correspondence of all kinds and logging and tracking it in terms of responses. Incoming 

correspondence that is “political” is forwarded to the correspondence unit in the Prime 

Minister’s Office. As suggested in the body of this study, the designation of “political” 

correspondence is in most instances straightforward – based on the knowledge of ECU 

employees and past practice in handling different types of correspondence. If there is 

doubt about a particular communication, or if it is seen to be highly sensitive in political 

terms, there is a well-established protocol for consulting the manager of the ECU. That 

individual could in turn seek advice from superiors, and in rare circumstances the clerk of 

the Privy Council could be consulted. It cannot be ruled out completely, but it is highly 
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improbable that an employee of the PCO would deliberately seek to protect the prime 

minister and the government of the day by withholding information so that a condition of 

plausible deniability involving a controversial event could be created. Of course, bad 

judgments and breakdowns in communication are possible.  

 In terms of the information-processing systems for handling postal and email 

correspondence, the PCO’s system seems to be state of the art and comparable to or 

better than those in other countries. The high-profile case of millions of emails going 

missing from the White House in the United States (described earlier) would probably 

never happen in the Government of Canada. Put simply, the George W. Bush government 

in Washington sought to sidestep the official record-keeping rules by using a private 

email service in the Executive Office, and the backup strategy was to rely on Microsoft 

Outlook database files pulled from each computer, which became unstable because they 

were too big. Recording, storage, and retrieval of emails in the Government of Canada 

need improvement, but huge black holes like that created in Washington are a remote 

possibility. 

 There is very little evidence available about the correspondence unit in the PMO, 

which receives and responds to mail and emails that are political in content. The PMO is 

a highly partisan organization whose employees are all politically appointed because they 

identify with the goals of the prime minister and the agenda of the governing party. Life 

inside the PMO is hectic, fast paced, and disjointed. Confidentiality and message 

discipline are stressed. Politically savvy aides have learned the lessons from cases in 

Canada, and even more prominently from the White House case, that keeping careful 

records of interactions can be politically hazardous for their bosses. Solidarity and loyalty 

are emphasized. The number one job is to serve, support, and protect the prime minister. 

Going back to the initial expansion of the PMO by Prime Minister Trudeau (1968–1979), 

concern has been expressed that the principal secretary and other political staff will 

determine what the prime minister hears and sees, and will shield him from political 

pressures and unfavourable news. The potential consequences include blurred 

responsibility for actions and inactions and a lack of accountability. 

 It is recognized in all cabinet-parliamentary systems that prime ministers cannot 

perform effectively without a personal advisory and administrative support apparatus. 
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The existence of both a partisan office and a cabinet office serving the prime minister is 

now well accepted, even though there are concerns about the undue influence of prime 

ministerial advisers. As an extension of the prime minister in his political roles as leader 

of the governing party and leader of the cabinet, the PMO does not fall within the scope 

of the laws, rules, and administrative guidelines that apply to departments, including the 

PCO. Compared with Australia, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, the debate over 

the appointment, role, and accountability of ministerial aides has barely begun in Canada. 

This would involve recognition that there has emerged within the political system an 

influential group of actors who share political and administrative space with elected 

politicians and appointed public servants. 

 In other countries, this recognition has occurred through a number of reforms, 

including: 

 

• In the UK, the adoption of a non-statutory Ministerial Code (most recent version 
is July 2007), which requires ministers to respect the political impartiality of the 
civil service and to give fair weight and consideration to their advice. The code is 
enforced by the prime minister. 

• In the UK, a non-statutory Civil Service Code, which requires civil servants to set 
out facts and relevant issues truthfully, to correct any errors as soon as possible, 
and not to deceive or knowingly mislead ministers, parliament, or others. 
Violations of the code are handled by the Civil Service Commission. 

• In Australia, some education and training for political staff has been introduced to 
ensure that “temporary” staff serving ministers have some awareness of the 
constitutional principles of cabinet-parliamentary government and that there is 
greater clarity in the delineation of their role in relation to the public service.  

 

Legal, organizational, procedural, and technological means are available to 

promote the integrity of the information-handling and communications processes within 

government. The Government of Canada does not generally seem to lag behind other 

governments in terms of coping with the abundance of information received, generated, 

processed, used, stored, and recovered in the governing and administrative processes. 

 The real challenges arise from the professionalization of the political 

communication processes for the purpose of the permanent election campaign which has 

become a major part of day-to-day governing. When a government engages in “spin” and 

attempts to embellish its image, citizens feel they are being conned. The media react by 
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engaging in their own spin, which involves uncovering abuses and blunders. All this 

activity detracts from the reputation and performance of government as an institution. 

Public sector leaders – both elected and appointed – who embody a culture of sound 

values and ethics will do more to restore public trust and confidence than more rules and 

accountability mechanisms. 
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A 
Communications Issues in Australia 
 
Over the last decade issues of communication within government, allegations of plausible 

deniability, the role of ministerial advisers, and the need to increase transparency and 

accountability have been the subjects of parliamentary inquiries and public debates at the 

national level in Australia. 

 The precipitating event was the so-called Children Overboard affair (also known, 

in the words of a subsequent Senate inquiry report, as “a certain maritime incident”) 

which came to light in October 2001. At the time, the Liberal-National Coalition 

government of Prime Minister John Howard was about to call an election. Ministers of 

the government alleged that seafaring asylum-seekers had thrown children overboard in 

order to gain refuge in Australia. Prime Minister Howard later suggested that the boat had 

been deliberately sunk, whereas other reports indicated that it had broken apart as a result 

of the strain of being towed by the navy. In response, Howard maintained he spoke on the 

basis of the intelligence he was given at the time. Tough talk on illegal immigration was 

widely seen as one reason that the Howard government was re-elected with an increased 

majority in the House of Representatives. Importantly for the account to follow, it must 

be noted that there was not a government majority in the Senate, as is usually the case in 

Australia’s upper house, which is elected on a proportional representation basis. It was 

mainly Senate committees that sought to uncover who knew what, when. 

 A stream of inquiries, reports, media coverage, and books flowed from these 

initial events. Issues of plausible deniability were widely debated in a select committee of 

the Senate, which investigated the Children Overboard affair. The report from this 

committee, which included both a majority finding and a separate opinion from 

government members,52 contained numerous observations and recommendations. In 

terms of the focus of this study, recommendations were made that the Australian Public 

Service Commission (APSC) prepare a discussion paper on record keeping, with a view 

to the development of practical guidelines for public servants; that the APSC include 

                                                 
52 See http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/maritime_incident_ctte/report/index.htm  
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training in the principles and practices of accountability for whole-of-government 

operations in the development programs for executives; and that the APSC, in 

consultation with the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC), prepare 

guidelines addressing the responsibilities of agency heads in circumstances where a 

minister fails to act on advice that corrects factual misinformation of public importance. 

 The Senate inquiry heard a great deal of testimony on the potential for political 

staff to create confusion and cause problems in the transmission of information and 

advice to ministers. The 2002 report called for the DPMC to develop a code of conduct 

(including a statement of values and ethics) for ministerial advisers, as well as 

mechanisms for handling complaints about breaches of the code. This topic was the 

subject in 2003 of a second Senate committee,53 which criticized the government for its 

failure to produce a code of conduct; for its refusal to allow ministerial advisers to appear 

before parliamentary committees; and for the limited training provided to political 

operatives who occupied strategic locations in the communications systems of 

government. 

 Late in 2004, a further development occurred, in which a political staffer who had 

spoken to Prime Minister Howard about the initial inaccuracies in the Children 

Overboard statements came forward. A Senate committee held a brief inquiry into his 

evidence.54 This committee also divided along opposition/government lines, with those 

government members who were in a minority issuing a dissenting report. Several of the 

observations made in the majority report are relevant to this study: 

 

• It was necessary to establish proper communications protocols between 
departments and ministerial offices to ensure that both parties understand clearly 
when formal communications have been transmitted. 

• Verbal communications are uniquely vulnerable to confusion, misunderstanding, 
and ambiguity – and to simply being forgotten or ignored. Therefore, it is 
recommended that officials maintain records and diaries to record key messages 
so as to ensure accuracy, accountability, and public confidence. 

• Centralization of communications in the prime minister’s office or in ministers’ 
offices leads to misinformation remaining inadvertently uncorrectedand makes 
information susceptible to manipulation for political convenience. It also risks the 

                                                 
53 See http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/fapa_ctte/completed_inquiries/2002-04/mops/index.htm
54 See http://aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/scrafton_ctte/index.htm
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politicization of the public service. Finally it undermines public confidence in the 
integrity of the information being reported on a controversial event. 
 

Not surprisingly, government senators dismissed these statements as politically motivated 

and inaccurate, an action that illustrates the problem of conducting an objective inquiry in 

a partisan and parliamentary committee. 

After the Labour Government of Prime Minister Kevin Rudd came into office in 

November 2007, Senator John Faulkner, who had been deeply involved in the earlier 

Senate inquiries, was appointed cabinet secretary and Special Minister of State. His 

website55 lists a number of initiatives related to transparency and integrity in government, 

including: 

 

• A code of conduct for ministerial staff (July 2008); 
• An annual report on ministerial and parliamentary staff (October 2008); 
• A new Lobbying Code of Conduct (May 2008); 
• Reforms to the Freedom of Information Act (July 2008); 
• Strengthening of the whistle-blower protection law; 
• Improvements to the donation disclosure and public-funding laws for political 

parties (May 2008); 
• New guidelines for government advertising; 
• Abolition of the ministerial committee on government communications (to 

eliminate political spin), transfer of the management of communications 
campaigns to departmental secretaries, guidelines for such campaigns, review by 
the auditor general, and a semi-annual report to parliament on advertising 
activities.56  
 

The Archives Act was amended (October 2008) to include a new definition of a 

record as a document in any form, giving statutory recognition of electronic records and 

providing strict rules for departments and agencies regarding record keeping, 

management, and archiving. 

The subject of the balance between independence and responsiveness in the 

relationships of the public service with the government of the day has been the topic of 

                                                 
55 http://www.smos.gov.au/
56 See Senator Faulkner’s speech, “Transparency and Accountability: Our Agenda,” October 30, 2008, 
online: http://www.smos.gov.au/speeches/2008/sp_20081030.html. 
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frank discussions in public forums sponsored by the Institute of Public Administration of 

Australia. Several valuable books on this area have been published: 

 
• Anne Tiernan, Power without Responsibility: Ministerial Staffers in Australian 

Governments from Whitlam to Howard. Sydney: University of New South Wales, 
2007. 

• Patrick Weller, Don’t Tell the Prime Minister. Melbourne: Scribe, 2002. 
• Kathy MacDermott, Whatever Happened to Frank and Fearless? The Impact of 

New Public Management on the Australian Public Service. Canberra: Australian 
National University Press, 2007. 

 

 

Appendix B 
The Recent UK Experience with Government Communications 
 
Controversy, inquiries, and reforms related to the centralized communications functions 

within the Labour government of Prime Minister Tony Blair represented a major issue on 

the political and media agenda in the UK over the last decade. In general terms, 

“politicization” of communications was the concern. The Blair government was notorious 

for relying on polling and focus group findings to shape and to “sell” its policies. 

Elaborate efforts at spin were used to enhance the reputation of the Prime Minister and 

his government. Special advisers and ministerial staff took over communications 

functions or sought to direct the professional public service. Four processes crystallized 

these concerns and created an agenda for reform. Only the highlights of these processes 

can be briefly presented here. 

 The first process involved a standing committee of the House of Commons on 

Standards in Public Life, which embarked on a series of hearings and reports. Its ninth 

report, in 2003, was entitled “Defining the Boundaries within the Executive: Ministers, 

Special Advisers, and the Permanent Civil Service.” It reflected the widely voiced 

concerns about the Government Information and Communications Service (GICS) and 

the accountability of staff in the Prime Minister’s Office. In particular, it examined the 

role and influence of two special advisers: Mr. Charles Powell, chief of staff; and Mr. 

Alastair Campbell, who as director of communication was seen as the “spinmaster” for 

the prime minister and the government. The Parliamentary Committee was most 

concerned about the “executive powers” granted to the two special advisers to direct 
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public servants. While recognizing the clear need for personal advisers to the prime 

minister, the committee detected a shift in practice: from a former role confined to 

advising the prime minister and articulating his wishes, to actually directing the necessary 

action to carry out the prime minister’s wishes. The committee called for changes in the 

Civil Service Act to clarify and to regulate the conflict of special advisers, and it 

recommended that, in the meantime, a code of conduct for the Prime Minister’s Office be 

adopted. 

 The second process was the Hutton Inquiry into the circumstances surrounding 

the death of a government weapons scientist who had committed suicide after being 

named in July 2003 as the possible source of a BBC story that suggested the Blair 

government had “sexed up” intelligence on weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. Lord 

Hutton’s report, released in 2004, found no evidence of tampered evidence or a cover-up, 

a conclusion that brought widespread criticism that the inquiry had been too ready to 

accept the evidence of the prime minister and senior officials. Over the course of several 

weeks of rigorous examination, the internal workings of the Prime Minister’s Office were 

exposed, especially the work of Mr. Campbell. Mr. Campbell gave testimony to the 

inquiry and shortly thereafter resigned from his position. The Hutton Report ran to 750 

pages (including 18 appendices, with hundreds of documents, memos, emails, and 

transcripts of conversations). This was the first public inquiry in the UK to request and 

publish emails, and the retrieval problems revealed serious weaknesses in terms of policy 

and practice regarding deletion and storage of electronic records of all kinds. In 2004, the 

record office of the British Government began to require that all emails, including deleted 

files, be automatically stored on central computers and be destroyed only centrally. 

 The third process, a follow-up investigation into the intelligence system, was 

conducted by a five-member committee that included senior parliamentarians and civil 

servants with backgrounds in intelligence. This is not the place to examine the issues and 

detailed recommendations of the second report (called the Butler Report after the 

committee chair, Lord Butler). However, one finding of direct relevance to this study was 

the concern about “the informality” of communication at the centre of government, which 

reduced “the scope for informed collective political judgment.” 
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 The fourth process was the Phillis review of government communication (led by 

Robert Phillis, the chief executive of the Guardian media group), launched in February 

2003 when the Blair government accepted the recommendation of the Commons’ Select 

Committee on Public Administration for a review of the GICS. The interim and final 

reports of the Phillis Committee emphasized the breakdown of trust among 

politicians/government, the media, and the public. It focused its attention on the 

relationships between special media advisers to ministers and the civil servants who made 

up the GICS. Advisers, noted the report, took the pressure off civil servants to assume an 

advocacy role to the point that it would compromise their neutrality. Conflicts between 

political appointees and senior civil servants over where political “spin” ended and 

objective information provision began were seen as dangerous. The GICS was criticized 

as a vertical and voluntary network that had neither the authority nor the ability to 

enforce standards in communication. In response to the Phillis review, the Blair 

government accepted the recommendation that a senior civil servant should have control 

over government communications and launched a communications policy community 

within government that promotes best practices. In July 2008 the House of Lords, 

through its Communications Committee, launched an inquiry into the impartiality, 

efficiency, and effectiveness of government communications systems. The first witness, 

Robert Phillis, told the committee that he was generally positive about the first steps and 

the longer-term commitment of the government to the implementation of his report. 

 Another development in the UK context deserves brief mention. It involves the 

early operation of the 2000 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). In a 2005 ruling, the 

Information Tribunal, which adjudicates disputes over the release of information, offered 

an observation on whether information held electronically and then deleted from the 

“live” system, but still retained in central data banks or in archival records, was still 

“held” by government. The tribunal deemed all backup data as archived and retrievable 

for purposes of the FOIA. Restoring information from recycling bins and computer 

backup tapes was fairly straightforward, but extracting information from centralized 

computer systems could be a time-consuming task involving specialist staff and costs that 

exceeded the ceilings allowed under the FOIA. 
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Appendix C 
Presidential Communications in the United States 
Rebecca Jensen 
 
Until a generation ago, American presidential papers were considered the private 

property of the office holder both during and after his tenure. The right of the president to 

withhold communications while in office has been variously considered by the courts to 

be a valid exercise of executive privilege, a necessary aspect of the separation of powers, 

and a matter of security, especially when military and diplomatic issues have been 

involved. After the president leaves office, presidential correspondence and other papers 

have, in the past, been destroyed, sealed either indefinitely or for a fixed period, donated, 

sold, or passed down within the family, in accordance with the former president’s wishes. 

 Franklin Roosevelt chose to establish a presidential library, which included a 

large volume of papers from his administration and was built with private funds but 

thereafter federally administered. Subsequent presidents adopted this tradition. While 

facilitating access to, and study of, presidential papers, these libraries did not change the 

fundamentally discretionary nature of the decision to make public the president’s files 

and communications. 

 In the aftermath of the Watergate affair, the investigation of which was hindered 

by President Nixon’s refusal to provide audiotapes and other relevant material from his 

office, Congress under President Carter passed the Presidential Records Act (PRA) in 

1978, which took effect on the first day of the Reagan administration in 1981. The 

substance of the PRA was to transfer ownership of all presidential communications and 

materials to the federal government. The job of maintaining the integrity of such papers 

became the responsibility of the president and applied to all materials sent or received by 

“the president, his immediate staff, or any unit or person in the executive office of the 

president whose sole function is to advise and assist the president.” The president may 

choose to destroy materials only if they are judged by the chief archivist of the U.S. 

government to have no “historical, evidentiary, administrative, or informational value.” 

Disagreements between the president and the archivist on this matter are referred to 

Congress. 
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 Although these communications are considered the property of the government 

and not the office holder, access to presidential papers remains restricted during the 

president’s tenure. Under the PRA, the public may access these documents through the 

Freedom of Information Act after five years have elapsed; however, the president or his 

representatives can prevent access to documents they consider politically sensitive or 

otherwise private for up to 12 years. After this point, only information whose release 

would threaten national security or military or diplomatic interests remains inaccessible 

to the public. 

 At the end of his second administration, President Reagan issued an executive 

order that required the chief archivist to notify former presidents before releasing any 

papers and allowed either the incumbent president or the former president whose papers 

were involved to exercise executive privilege and refuse their release. This option was 

first exercised by President George W. Bush shortly after gaining power. He issued his 

own executive order creating new categories of privilege under which the release of 

presidential papers could be refused. These categories included legal privilege, for 

correspondence between the president and legal staff; deliberative process privilege for 

documents created during the deliberative process; personal communications privilege; 

and national security privilege. These privileges were also extended to incumbent and 

former vice-presidents, and they stipulated that when a dispute existed between an 

incumbent and former president as to the release of any correspondence, the incumbent’s 

decision would take precedence. A series of challenges from 2002 until 2007 struck down 

elements of this order, and on January 21, 2009, President Obama revoked it in its 

entirety, with the exception of the clause applying the same rules to the vice-president as 

to the president. 

 Court proceedings punctuated the Clinton and George W. Bush administrations, 

representing an ongoing struggle among Congress, which sought to increase its oversight; 

and journalists, historians, and researchers, who argued both for the release of specific 

documents and for broader access to presidential correspondence in general; and 

presidents, former and incumbent, who wanted to protect the reputation of their 

administrations. University of Colorado historian Bruce Montgomery, evaluating the 

issue from an archivist’s perspective, sees the attempts to extend the circumstances in 
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which the release of documents can be blocked, as well as the list of people who may 

exercise that privilege, as fundamentally incompatible with the accountability crucial to a 

democratic government, noting that without public records, the actions of the president 

will remain shrouded in secrecy. 

 In 1993, a judicial decision mandated that electronic communications and 

computerized records be treated as all other government records were, whether or not 

they fell under the aegis of the PRA. Judge Charles Richey stated that, in the absence of 

rules to the contrary, institutions had a natural tendency to erase records that reflected 

poorly on their performance, and he specifically rejected the White House’s argument 

that computer messages were not included in the definition of government records. Most 

recently, President Obama has become the first U.S. commander-in-chief to use wireless 

and electronic communications while in office, since Presidents Clinton and George W. 

Bush chose not to use email. Much discussion of Obama’s attachment to his BlackBerry 

has centred on security concerns, but from an administrative perspective, the importance 

of preserving presidential communications in all their forms deserves consideration. 

Since the Presidential Records Act includes electronic communications, all those enabled 

to email Obama directly, for personal or work-related purposes, are being briefed on the 

appropriate use of this channel, as well as the implications of all correspondence 

eventually becoming part of the public record. 

 Accessibility of communications has changed with the proliferation of 

information technology (IT). Proper encryption can mean that classified communications 

are more secure than ever before, but flaws in software, transmission, or the use of email 

can also make such documents more widely available than in the past. Certainly, 

electronic records can be destroyed more rapidly and inconspicuously than paper records. 

During the second Clinton administration, a software error led to the failure to record tens 

of thousands of email messages, which were normally all preserved in a central archive 

established to facilitate the subpoena of email communications. Investigators gathering 

evidence for, among other things, proceedings from the Lewinsky affair and Clinton’s 

impeachment trial, suspected that staff in the White House obstructed efforts to retrieve 

these records, and some individuals further suggest that some messages were deliberately 

destroyed. Although attempts to retrieve missing email were eventually suspended owing 
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to cost and feasibility reasons, it is unclear how many of these documents, if any, were 

intentionally erased. 

 Prior to the rise of electronic communications, over-classification became a 

problematic aspect of records and archives, and it has since worsened. Estimates of the 

degree of over-classification, when documents are given a classification level 

incongruent with their content, range from 50 to 90 percent. Clearly, there is a consensus 

that too many documents are made inaccessible to the public and to government staff 

below certain levels, and this phenomenon complicates not only access to information but 

also the evaluation of government, when critical inputs, and sometimes outcomes, of the 

decision-making process are never revealed. Further, many materials that are rightly 

considered sensitive lose that sensitivity fairly quickly. Although declassification of 

documents no longer pertinent to national security took place routinely in the past, this 

practice is much less common today. Some retired officials have noted that over-

classification as well as failure to declassify seem motivated more by a desire to avoid 

“governmental embarrassment of one sort or another” than by a legitimate concern for 

security. 

 A related and even more opaque problem is the growing prevalence of “pseudo-

classification.” In the heightened security awareness following 9/11, the practice of 

labelling documents “sensitive but unclassified” (SBU) became common. The Freedom 

of Information Act requests for documents designated SBU draw automatic scrutiny from 

Homeland Security officials, who are empowered to deny the request by means of a 

number of exemptions to the Act. This practice blurs the line between public and 

classified documents, and it does so in a nebulous and often unmonitored manner. Any 

employee in the Department of Homeland Security is authorized to designate something 

as SBU, as is the case in a number of other agencies, and mechanisms of oversight or 

administrative guidelines as to the proper use of this tool are lacking almost everywhere. 

 Apart from the physical preservation of communications and the rules about how, 

when, and by whom they are accessible, the substance of presidential communications 

deserves scrutiny, as does the subject of who controls them. It is impossible for any 

president to be apprised of all the information on all the topics of concern to the 

American people and government. The role of filtering information and directing it to the 
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president in a useful format is fulfilled by the Executive Office of the President (EOP). 

The manner in which the EOP is staffed and structured can have a dramatic influence on 

the decisions taken by the president. Many observers note that structuring advisers to the 

president according to area of expertise can lead to policy that is shaped in isolation, 

while organizing staff along functional lines can lead to groupthink and false consensus; 

the challenge in both setting up the EOP and selecting individual staffers is to achieve the 

right blend of expert knowledge, appreciation of the broader picture, honest criticism, and 

discussion of alternatives. The chief of staff plays a central role in providing the president 

with support and in setting the tone for the quantity and nature of raw information that 

reaches the Oval Office. 

 Two examples from U.S. foreign policy demonstrate the significance of White 

House staffing. During President Reagan’s first term, he was served by a “troika” of 

advisers at the highest level: James Baker, Edwin Meese, and Michael Deaver. Each 

man’s intelligence and aptitudes meant that he provided solid analysis and advice, while 

the rivalry among the three ensured that all policies suggested to the president were well 

scrutinized. During Reagan’s second administration, however, Donald Regan took over 

as chief of staff, formerly Baker’s job, and also assumed the responsibilities of the other 

two men. With the exception of the National Security Council, which had its own direct 

pipeline to Reagan, Regan then effectively controlled all access to the president. Politicial 

scientist Andrew Rudalevige believes this hierarchy to be in part responsible for the Iran-

Contra affair, since major critics of the plan within the administration, such as Caspar 

Weinberger and George Shultz, no longer had the president’s ear. Similarly, he argues 

that President George W. Bush’s troika of Karl Rove, Andrew Card, and Karen Hughes 

saw their role as advocating for policy, rather than evaluating and critiquing it. Combined 

with Donald Rumsfeld’s ability to circumvent the chief of staff, Rudalevige believes that 

orienting the president’s staff this way led to poor decision-making, especially during the 

prelude to intensified American involvement in Iraq. 

 Since the flow of information to the president must be balanced, diverse, and yet 

coordinated, the selection of the chief of staff, who in theory is responsible for 

monitoring all communications with the president, is of key importance. James Baker, 

who held that job during Reagan’s first term, states that the crucial characteristic of a 
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good chief of staff is to be an “honest broker” who shares a great deal of the president’s 

worldview and agenda but, where he does not, will put the commander-in-chief’s wishes 

first. Maintaining the trust of the cabinet is also an essential function, since the chief of 

staff often serves as the link between the president and his cabinet. Implicit to all these 

roles is that the chief of staff works to advance the president’s policies both in terms of 

politics and with respect to the administration and implementation of the president’s 

agenda. 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE ACTIVITIES 

 

Fiscal Years 2006–2007 2005–2006 2004–2005 2003–2004 2002–2003 

Correspondence Received*      

Prime Minister 1,701,846 2,116,118 1,567,747 1,189,896 1,649,839 

 Postal mail 611,842 1,064,838 739,512 724,512 1,254,621 

 Email 1,064,455 1,028,840 807,243 437,551 371,165 

 Telephone calls 25,549 22,440 20,992 27,695 24,053 

President of the Queen’s Privy 
Council for Canada and 
Minister of Intergovernmental 
Affairs, and Leader of the 
Government in the House of 
Commons 

4,503 4,704 12,243 14,065 4,626 

Deputy Prime Minister**  28,951 68,084 15,230 19,476 

Grand Total 1,706,349 2,149,773 1,648,074 1,219,191 1,673,941 

      

Correspondence Sent*      

Prime Minister 112,079 78,617 104,818 163,435 148,592 

 Postal replies 31,597 33,558 37,220 107,512 90,871 

 Email replies 80,482 45,059 67,598 55,923 57,721 

President of the Queen’s Privy 
Council for Canada and 
Minister of Intergovernmental 
Affairs, and Leader of the 
Government in the House of 
Commons 

792 310 852 1,940 2,610 

Deputy Prime Minister**  2,940 3,204 3,755 1,289 

Grand Total 112,871 81,867 108,874 169,130 152,491 

      
 
* There is a variance between the correspondence received and the correspondence sent because of the 
nature of the correspondence (for example, petitions, thank you letters, and other messages that do not 
require a response). 
 
** Correspondence support to the deputy prime minister was discontinued in 2006 because the position of 
deputy prime minister was discontinued. 
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FIGURE 1 

EXECUTIVE CORRESPONDENCE UNIT ORGANIZATION CHART 
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